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Smart Cities – Final Exam
1.	According to the 2017 report by the McKinsey
Global Institute (MG), smart cities deploying
smart city applications have been able to reduce
fatalities and accelerate emergency response
times by _________________percent:
		 A.	0
		 B.	90
		 C.	20-35
		 D.	50

7.	The National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST)’s Global Cities Team
Challenge in 2016-2018 had a total of
how many “action clusters” for smart city
prototyping:
		 A.	5
		 B.	228
		 C.	Less than 30
		 D.	None of the above

2.	MGI notes that there are “three layers” that
must work to make a smart city “hum”. These
layers include which of the following:
		 A.	Technology
		 B.	Applications
		 C.	Public Usage
		 D.	All of the above

8.	In response to the issue of data privacy in smart
cities, Mexico City in one of the GCTC action
clusters is working on:
		 A.	Password protection
		 B.	NGSI Encryption Layer
		 C.	Software Mirroring
		 D.	Solid State Hardware Drives (SSD)

3.	Key players in the Smart City innovation
landscape include all the following EXCEPT:
		 A.	Cisco
		 B.	ESRI
		 C.	Liberty University
		 D.	MIT Media Lab

9.	The World Watch Institute said that in 2007,
for the first time, more than half of the world’s
population lives in cities and predicted by
2050 _____________ people will be city dwellers.

		 A.	20 million
		 B.	6 billion
		 C.	100 million
		 D.	1 billion

4.	Artificial Intelligence (AI) according to the
smart Cities Council, has core values of
livability, workability, and sustainability and, as
noted by Tom Vander Ark, one additional core
value is:
		 A.	Intelligence
		 B.	Cheap bandwidth
		 C.	Learnability
		 D.	Long rage planning

10.	Mobile devices are ubiquitous and contribute to
Smart City solutions in all except the following:
		 A.	“pets to potholes”
		 B.	Abandoned cars
		 C.	Stargazing
		 D.	Illegal dumping

5.	Geographic Information Systems (GIS) can
unlock the value of digitized urban ecosystems
by all of the following EXCEPT:
		 A.	Economies of costs and time
		 B.	Global domination
		 C.	Community engaged more efficiently
		 D.	Resilience to man-made and natural events
6.	Examples of Internet of Things (loT) being
utilized for smart cities includes all of the
following EXCEPT
		 A.	Roller Coasters and Merry Go Rounds
		 B.	Street and traffic lights
		 C.	Waste Management
		 D.	Air Quality
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Smart Cities have burst on the design and urban landscape in recent years and now pose significant opportunities for
architects and design professionals. In 2017 over 180 key major cities in the world were identified as “Smart Cities” and
one analysis suggests that the number of smart cities worldwide will quadruple from 2013 to 2020.
In this course, you will:
1. 	Explore current trends in Smart Cities and their impact on the profession of architecture and urban planning
2. 	See how particular cities are making dramatic improvements in the lives of their citizens.
3. 	Engage with experts and understand how architectural and consulting firms and organizations are making game
changing strides in smart cities.
4. 	The industry is already feeling the impact of smart cities. This course will help you stay ahead of the sea change.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. 	Upon completion, participants will be able to identify key skills needed to influence change by being exposed to
several case studies of Smart Cities and how it is changing the way we think about design. Smart Cities enable the
architect and architectural practice to increase the value of the built environment in terms of safety, occupant comfort
and well-being, often using data and technology feedback for human-centric and experiential design processes.
2. 	Upon completion, participants will be able to identify key skills needed to influence change by actively
understanding key differences between traditional urban design and planning and new concepts of Smart Cities,
enabling them to apply these concepts to their own practices. Smart Cities also incorporate techniques for
improving building systems, materials and methods, as well as quality and integrative nature of design.
3. 	Course Learners will be able to identify key skills needed to influence change by uncovering best practices key lessons
learned by the world’s leading practitioners and designers of Smart Cities. These firms have transformed their practices
through the focus on smart cities, thereby increasing productivity and profitability. Smart Cities have enabled the
firms to leverage concepts of urban planning, urban ecology and include solutions for Safety and Security Measures.
4. 	Course Learners will have a better understanding of the current industry and academic landscape of key
organizations such as the NIST Global Cities Team Challenge and various university programs that are dramatically
changing the education of professionals and the practice of urban design and planning of Smart Cities. From
pre-design topics such as land use analysis, to utilization of smart city concepts and data for Preservation such as
Historic, Reuse or Adaptation, practitioners are making dramatic improvements in the process of urban planning
and positive outcomes.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
This course on Smart Cities for Architects is intended to
provide a broad overview of the concept of smart cities
and an in depth look at the concepts that drive Smart
Cities. We look first at various definitions of smart cities,
who the stakeholders are, and where smart cities are being
deployed globally. We then identify seminal reports that
explain the current state of smart cities. The concept of
the smart city, why we should care, what the scale and
size of smart cities is today, who the stakeholders are,
and both challenges and success factors of smarties are
explored.
The historical context of smart cities is investigated
and the status of the smart city movement globally is
explored. The current state of industry innovation, the
onset of game changing innovative technologies, and
smart city case studies are also described.
We conclude with an explanation of how to plan your
own smart city execution plan, and perspectives on path
forward and the future.
Technologies and processes and, ultimately, digital
transformation are what are driving the goal of smarter,
more efficient and better cities serving its citizens.

A. What is a “Smart City”?
There are many definitions of Smart Cities. Technopedia
(Smart City, 2018) suggests that a smart city involves
“information and communication technologies (ICT)”,
which means cellular, wireless and various forms of
bandwidth. It also involves many of the typical aspects
of a city, including energy use, utilities, transportation
and various infrastructure aspects of a city. Ultimately
the intent of smart cities is to dramatically increase the
quality of life for citizens and improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of both government and business.
Wikipedia (Smart city, 2018) has another definition that
includes the mention of data and different forms of the
collection of electronic data. Sensors collected from many
smart city stakeholders including citizens, businesses and
business employees, and devices and other assets can be
processed and made useful.
Areas that can be made more efficient include traffic
congestion and utilities such as water supply and sewage
and waste treatment. Also police and fire/ rescue, schools,
hospitals and other community services.
The smart city implies that all of these various sources of
data can be integrated, processed and assimilated in the
form of data analytics and comprises the ICT mentioned
above. Ultimately the goal is to make cities more efficient
and deliver better services to all stakeholders. One way
to accomplish this along with data collection is also
monitoring and bringing a “live” view and dashboard to
city officials.
It is important to note that many different terms have
been used to describe smart cities, including:
ARCHITECTURE

•	cyberville,
•	digital city,
•	electronic communities,
•	flexicity,
•	information city,
•	intelligent city,
•	knowledge-based city,
•	MESH city,
•	telecity,
•	teletopia,
•	ubiquitous city,
•	wired city.
Another definition and perspective about smart cities
comes from the GIS (geospatial information systems)
world (Deogawanka, What is a Smart City?, 2016). GIS
by its nature involves a broad view, but also historically
has had its roots in not just geometry but the depiction,
collection, analysis and deployment of views of rich data
sets. So the term “data- driven urban environment” is a
key feature involving GIS. This data intensive toolset can
result in better transparency and efficiency. If in fact there
is a robust model constructed and maintained, then the
data has a better chance at being a sustainable source of
“truth.” Ultimately this GIS driven smart city community
can actually deploy disruptive technologies, such as big
data, to change the way things are done.
During this course we will ultimately enable the course
learner to develop his or her own definition of what
a smart city is and establish a personalized Smart City
Execution Plan for a personalized strategy, a professional
business, a local community, or a firm-wide strategy to
engage in building and maintaining a smart city.

B. Seminal Reports and Publications on Smart
Cities
There are several in depth reports as well as books that
have been published that provide excellent background
reading on the topic of smart cities. The McKinsey
Global Institute (MGI) in June 2018 published a study
entitled “Smart Cities: Digital Solutions for a More Livable
Future” (McKinsey Global Institute, 2018). This report
provides the following key observations and categories of
information:
•	We are at a turning point for smart cities
•	The measurements that matter: The potential
impact on people
•	Where cities stand: A Snapshot of deployment
•	Making smart cities work
MGI starts its report with an observation about smart
cities, data and technologies. Cities today have many
challenges, from environmental to transportation to
population to law enforcement and governance. Smart
technologies can help meet these challenges. A city that
performs better will ultimately attract investment and a
more vibrant and viable business and retail community.
As the report states, “Cities, in all their complexity and
scope, generate oceans of it. Finding the insights in all
Smart Cities |
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that data helps municipal governments respond to fluid
situations, allocate resources wisely, and plan for the
future.” The report suggests that there is a real need not
just for static data, but real-time information that can
empower both citizens as well as smart city managers. The
report equates smarter cities with more livable cities
The report goes on to make some significant observations.
Adding digital intelligence to urban systems is one of
the key products of smart cities, thereby making those
systems more effective and efficient. Some startling
findings by MGI show significant results.
Smart city applications can:
•	“reduce fatalities by 8–10 percent, accelerate
emergency response times by 20–35 percent,
•	shave the average commute by 15–20 percent,
•	lower the disease burden by 8–15 percent, and
•	cut greenhouse gas emissions by 10–15 percent,”

The MGI report illustrates the broad range and depth of
applications in such areas as security, healthcare, mobility,
energy, water, waste, economic development and housing,
and engagement and community.
Quality of life indicators can be significantly improved by
smart city applications, according to the MGI report, as
illustrated in another graphic and these particular areas:
•	Health,
•	Time and convenience
•	Safety
•	Cost of Living
•	Jobs
•	Social connectedness and civic participation,
•	Environmental quality

Figure 1 A More Efficient Responsive Sustainable
City Metrics (Image: MGI)
MGI notes that three layers must work together to
make a smart city “hum”. The first layer is comprised of
technology at the base, including smartphones, sensor,
high speed networks, and portals to open data. For
example, sensors are taking constant readings of variables
such as:
•	traffic flow,
•	energy consumption,
•	air quality, and
•	many other aspects of daily life
On top of this technology base is the second layer
consisting of applications. This includes tools for
analyzing immense amounts of data, as well as apps for
businesses and citizens.
The third layer involves actually public usage.
Applications are only as good as the users who make use
of them.
8
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Figure 2 Smart City Applications and Key Qualityof-Life Indicators (Image: MGI)
Some important observations of the report include:
•	Smart Cities Need Smart Government. What this
means is that smart planning relies on quality data
at the urban asset level. It also means that data
needs to be open, not closed, in order to support
innovation and promulgate new applications, some
of which have yet to be envisioned. In addition
to data, it is important to put the people of the
smart city first, and put the people in the center
of everything. Smart cities rely on a diverse and
vibrate population. And also critical is considering
cybersecurity, privacy and related security risks. One
term the report coins is “cybersmart”.
•	For companies, smart cities present large market
opportunities as well as industry disruptions. But
companies need to offer what a smart city needs,
ARCHITECTURE

and there needs to be a commercial paradigm where
the value shifts away from company profits and
revenue (solely) and put value on the consumer and
citizen-participant themselves.
The World Economic Forum published a report in
February 2016 entitled “4 ways smart cities will make
our lives better”, (Sukhdev & Pennington, 2016) part
of its Circular Economy (World Economic Forum,
2018) Industry Agenda. This was in conjunction with
another report titled “Intelligent Assets: Unlocking
the Circular Economy Potential.” The rationale for the
World Economic Forum (WEF) initiative was based on
the observation that digital technologies were rapidly
and pervasively changing everything, including urban
life. The WEF termed their topic the “circular economy,“
by which they meant that all processes, products and
materials were kept at their highest value possible
throughout their life cycle. In other words, materials
are not used and thrown into the garbage stream and
ultimately landfills, nor are underutilized assets such as
automobiles, office space, and other items left idle for
much of their life.
One of the emerging technologies that will bring these
“circular economy” principles to fruition is the “Internet
of Things.” Sensors on “things,” smart phones that
detect, interact, and monitor items in the environment,
all can be utilized to make the smart urban environment
more efficient, effective and optimized. One of the
underlying tenets of the “circular economy” is that there
is an immense amount of spare capacity in systems and
components that is in itself a form of waste. The report
concludes that “The digital circular city would not only
save resources but would change the citizen’s experience
for the better.”
WEF speculates about what a connected city might look
like and illustrates it with a graphic shown in Figure 3.:

•	Shareable reusable buildings
Ultimately, intelligent assets, as illustrated in close detail
in Figure 4 make cities smarter by
•	Localized smart energy networks
•	Sustainable Domestic Water usage
•	Asset Tracking
•	Decreased emission and pollution levels

Figure 4 Detail of Intelligent Assets Making Cities
Smarter (Image: World Economic Forum)
Both the McKinsey and WEF documents provide an
intellectual foundation for a basic understanding of the
mechanisms of smart cities and the direction they are
headed today.
Two books on the subject of Smart Cities provide a broad
overview and good introduction to some of the most
important aspects of smart city planning today: “The
City of Tomorrow: Sensors, Networks, Hackers and the
Future of Urban Life” by Carlo Ratti and Matthew Claudel
(Claudel & Ratti, 2016) and “Smart Cities: Big Data, Civic
Hackers, and the Quest for a New Utopia, “ by Anthony
M. Townsend. (Townsend, 2013).

Figure 3 Intelligent Assets Making Cities Smarter
(Image: World Economic Forum)The connected city
is comprised of:
•	Smart energy networks
•	Smart shareable home
•	Optimized mobility
ARCHITECTURE

Figure 5 Smart Cities and The City of Tomorrow
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In the City of Tomorrow, the authors employ a
concept called “futurecraft” to speculate on what a city in
the future might be like. Their term “futurecraft” is not
meant to fix the present, predict the future, but rather
to actually influence the future. Their work took place
at the MIT Senseable City Lab, which much of the work
focused, as the lab’s title implies, on sensors in the city.
As they state their aim, “we apply data-driven models
to a spectrum of urban systems, from transportation to
energy to fabrication and learning.” In the process, they
are looking at ideas that “shape the form and function of
cities in today’s world of bits and atoms.”
The city of tomorrow, as the authors frame the
technological landscape, takes place in the third wave of
computing. The first wave was the mainframe computers.
The second was personal computing. The third wave is
“ubiquitous computing”, when technology recedes into
the background.
The authors then call the landscape of bits and atoms
“the new domain of digitally integrated urbanspace [that]
has come to be known as the smart city”.
The City of Tomorrow authors go on to describe the
importance of sensors in the smart city. The authors
use the term “ecosystem of sensors” that are designed,
installed, operated and coordinated throughout the
urban space. Data is expressed by actuators on sensors
and there is an enmeshing of the digital and the physical
space in the process. The authors conclude with the
insightful statement, “This is a new era for the global
village: an Internet-mediated space of communication
and habitation.”

of the hallmarks of smart cities. Particularly for architects,
this can be an opportunity to provide new forms of
leadership and establish new roles as coordinator,
visionary, and master builder.
Second, the construction industry has an opportunity
to engage more broadly with both designers and
technologists to deploy new forms of materials. This can
include interactive sensors, and everything from side walk
pavers to interactive building surfaces.

D. Why should we care about “Smart Cities”?
Cities are the future, and that is why professionals should
care about smart cities. The WorldWatch institute (World
Watch Institute, 2018) notes that in 2007, for the first
time, more than half the world’s population lives in cities.
With an estimate by 2050 of six billion people living in
cities, urbanization becomes a critical topic for everyone.
All of the key issues around water, sewer, energy, utilities
transportation, food, scarcity of resources, and housing
will be brought into focus by the migration of human
population to urban centers
As the McKinsey Smart Cities report notes (McKinsey
Global Institute, 2018) that the number quote above
amounts to an additional 2.5 billion urban residents over
today. The demands for increasing the quality of the
urban experience, from infrastructure all the way up to
lifestyle, will be immense and paramount.
A diagram (Figure 6) from the McKinsey report
summarizes why we should care about smart cities:

Smart Cities author Anthony Townsend depicts
the landscape for smart cities in terms of corporate
entities versus grassroots initiatives. Ground zero of
this interface between the two is the emergence and
ubiquity of the smart phone. The smart phone, along
with open government data, freely deployed and free to
use networks, and open protocols empowers the smart
city from the ground up rather than from government
industry from the top down.
Townsend goes on to say that when government officials,
consultants, and corporate entities arrive to create a smart
city they often find a grassroots digital transformation
already underway.

C. What does the concept of “Smart City”
mean to architects, urban designers and the
construction industry?
For design professionals such as architects, engineers,
constructors and urban designers and planners, the
concept of the “Smart City” offers an array of new
opportunities and perspectives.
First, there is a tsunami wave of new game changing
technologies affecting the design professions and
construction industry. The application of these
technologies beyond buildings to urban landscapes is one
10
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Figure 6 McKinsey: “Smart Cities use data and
technology to make better decisions” (Image: MGI)

E. What is scale and size of smart cities in the U.S.
and worldwide?
Nominet UK (Nominet, 2018) has a list of over 150
projects world wide that are focused on some aspect of
smart cities.
ARCHITECTURE

Easypark has compiled a “2017 Smart Cities Index”
(EasyParkGroup, 2018) . Easypark looked at over 500 cities
world wide and ranked the top 100. They took a look at
key factors they considered define a smart city:
•	A city should be digitalized first and foremost—with
4G, plentiful Wi- Fi hotspots and high smartphone
usage.
•	Transport and mobility should be knowledge-based,
with smart parking, traffic sensors and car sharing
apps.
•	A smart city is sustainable, with a focus on clean
energy and environmental projection.
•	In addition, there is excellent online access to
governmental services and a high level of citizen
participation.
Forbes in 2017 also had a list of the smartest cities in the
world. (The Smartest Cities In The World For 2017, 2017).
New York was number one, with London second and Paris
third, based on analyses of many difference aspects of urban
life and a look at over 180 key cites around the globe.
What is significant about this list and the study is the
analysis of 79 indicators across 10 dimensions of urban
life. The dimensions included “the economy, technology,
human capital, social cohesion, international outreach,
the environment, mobility and transportation, urban
planning, public administration and governance.”

F. Profile of the “Smart City” Industry Today
Big Data was one of the important factors in smart cities
as illustrated made by the EasyPark Smart City Index.
This was noted by Mauritz Börjeson, CBDO of EasyPark
Group who observed how big data is changing the ability
of smart city leaders to create better solutions faster
and cheaper. Without big data to analyze problems,
the immense issues of traffic congestion, shortages of
housing, garbage collection, and pollution from all
sources could get worse.
So there are architects, engineering firms such as Arup,
consulting firms such as Mckinsey and EasyPark, and
government entities such as the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) that form the growing
and vibrant smart city industry today.

G. Who are “Smart City” Stakeholders?
Stakeholders for smart cities include the residents, of
course, but also the businesses and government entities in
an urban environment. But firms providing information
technology and telecommunication services (Verizon
Wireless, FioS, Comcast), cloud providers (Microsoft
Azure, Google Cloud, Amazon AWS, Apple) are also
critical. Consulting firms such as McKinsey are also critical
to successful implementation of smart cities

H. What are Technology | Cultural |
Organizational Challenges in Smart City
Development?
ARCHITECTURE

Challenges include cultural, technological and almost
always people in implementing smart cities and associated
technologies and processes. Commentators (Hoevenaars,
2015) have noted several critical challenges which
include:
•	Collaboration among different stakeholders
•	Room for Growth
•	Costs and Funding
•	Adding Value to Generated Data
The collaboration challenge comes into focus when the
wants and needs of a multitude of smart city stakeholders
have to be met. Similar to many large organizations,
inbred and inert silos of bureaucracy and business
processes have to be met head on and broken down
piece by piece. Linkages between diverse departments is
the key to success. One example is bringing the security
department together with the transportation or mobility
department, so that city- wide security cameras can also
provide meaningful and real time data to improve traffic
flow and increase efficiency.
Growth is another challenge because the city never sleeps
and if it is vibrant, continues to build and increase in
population and activities. So being adaptive to growth
while also improving sustainability and implementing
new processes and paradigms is indeed a challenge.
Costs and funding are also critical challenges once
needs are identified and a strategy has been developed
and begins to be implemented. Not only are some of these
ideas new and experimental, but they also involve cutting
up existing pavement, for example, to install lines and
sensors and make connections for smarter roadways and
infrastructure. Older historic cities often have challenges
for optimization where repair existing comes into conflict
with the costs and funding for new.“Finding ways to fund
smart city projects can be a huge challenge” according to
Anna Lisa Boni, secretary general of Eurocities.
Adding Value to Generated Data is an enormous
challenge. We have mentioned before that a key feature
of smart cities is the deployment of numerous sensors to
improve every aspect of the city. The data generated by
these sensors and integrated systems is just that: data.
To make sense out of that requires enormous amounts
of investment in determining needs, building software
systems, interfaces, and dashboards so that city and
business leaders as well as citizens can make the data
useful and actionable.
Another commentary (Datta, 2016) noted additional
challenges and posed some ways to solve them:
•	Smart cities create winners and losers
•	Failing to bridge the ‘digital divide’
•	Struggling to protect rights on the internet
The winners and losers can be a significant roadblock:
“Evangelical sloganeering from science, technology
and engineering – which proclaim the smart city as the
solution to all urban ills – has drowned out criticisms
Smart Cities |
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from the social sciences about the human problems they
create.” Human problems can include displacing farmers
from their land to increase the scope and reach of a new
city. And some cities have been developed from the top
down, such as Songdo, South Korea, which without a
population to occupy it remains a ghost town. So often
the hype created by smart city advocates and planners
is met with many realities that leave some with reduced
expectations and disappointment.
The digital divide, or gap between the haves and
have-nots in terms of urban quality and access to new
technologies is also a major roadblock. This involves both
social and economic issues, and can include both gender
and generational gaps. It becomes not just an issue for
access to technology, but to what technology provides in
terms from better education, upward mobility for jobs,
and access to decision-making powers. Apps developed
for crowdsourcing new economic opportunities or for
providing alerts for domestic violence can only be useful if
they can be accessed by individuals who need them. New
found freedoms and upward mobility can only be achieved
though equal access to new technologies and processes.
Protecting rights particularly with respect to social
media and the internet is also a profound issue. A bedrock
foundation of smart cities is a diversity of culture and
opportunities for communities of all types and shapes to
flourish. But new technology has a deep and dark downside.
As the article notes: “Only recently, a member of the
Bangladeshi LGBT community was brutally murdered –
an event which was openly celebrated in some radically
conservative Facebook groups. Activists in India are
continually threatened on social media for their criticism
of government policies. It’s difficult to imagine how a
smart city could function, when its citizens are subject to
violations of their rights to privacy and freedom of speech.”
A Forbes Magazine article (Zeine, 2017) also highlights
some emerging challenges:
•	Sensory Overload
•	The De-Energizer Bunny
•	Power
•	Creating a Dystopia or a Utopia

and then maintaining those batteries or power sources in
good working order with almost be impossible.
The two issues mentioned above leads to the discussion
of Problem No. 1: power. Ultimately there is a need to
establish and then refine the concept of wireless power
to get to these sensors. Then, after that is solved, will
be the more practical issue of where, when and how we
deploy sensors to really make cities smart. As Zeine notes:
“Initially, we’ll retrofit cities with sensors. Eventually, we’ll
construct smart cities from scratch because our existing
road systems, zoning patterns and power grids aren’t made
for automated, data-driven lifestyles. Autonomous cars, for
instance, have different needs than the manual gas guzzlers
around which we have designed our infrastructure.”
The problem number 2 is really whether all of this
technology effort will result in better urban environments.
Zeine notes and concludes with a hopeful outlook “The
rise of smart cities is an opportunity to ask, “What does it
mean to be a human being in a modern city?” and then
design an answer into our physical environment. I trust
with powerful data, enabled by wireless power, we’ll come
up with some great answers. Two problems won’t stop us
from creating smart cities.”
Five roadblocks to achieving smart cities (Maddox, 2017)
include those involving infrastructure:
•	Technology
•	Policy
•	Financing
•	Stakeholder engagement
•	Governance
Jesse Berst, chairman of the Smart Cities Council, during
Smart Cities Week in Washington, DC in early October
2017, said that he felt the technology issue was one
of the easiest to solve, as long as the right problems are
connected to the right vendors.

As Zeine notes, because smart cities are based on data,
there is a real problem with sensory overload. “If you
deploy sensors on the smart city infrastructure including
street lights, buildings, roads, bridges and the like, and
you add aspects of this sensing such as flow of traffic,
pedestrians, camera views, weather, and environmental
inputs, pretty soon you have a lot of data in real time
to deal with. The amount and speed at which the data
is generated quickly exceeds the ability of humans to
deal with it. Lux Research, an innovation research and
advisory firm, has a report that suggests the world will
deploy 1 trillion sensors by 2020.”
Along with the issue of sensors is the enormous complexity
of providing reliable power to them. Will they be solar
powered? Battery powered? In many cases building these in
12
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Figure 7 Smart Cities Council Chairman Jesse
Berst at Smart Cities Week in Washington, DC,
on October 4, 2017. (Image: Teena Maddox/
TechRepublic)
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Policies can be a daunting challenge for Smart City
adoption, as Berst observed. Existing cities were built in
the 18th and 19th or early 20th centuries and evolved
policies for governance and day to day operations that
worked in historical ways. The policies themselves can
create silos where department lacks jurisdiction to work
in new and innovative ways or, for example, utility
companies are prevented from installing solar panels
on rooftops, for whatever illogical reason. Signage
regulations, for example, might prevent new emerging
technologies from being deployed because no one will
know about them or how to make use of them. And
changing those policies can take months.
Financing of new smart city initiatives can also be
a daunting challenge and something that holds back
progress because alternative financing isn’t at the
forefront of their knowledge or awareness. Typical
methods of funding new ideas or infrastructure elements
have in the past been municipal bonds or public
referendums, in contrast to new innovative methods such
as public/private partnerships. But those new methods are
often looked at skeptically by both government leaders
and the voting public.
That recurring theme of “silos” also applies to the
financial aspects of smart cities, where current accounting
principles separate capital costs from recurring costs
and often don’t let the two work together. For example,
paying for a “smart grid as a service” with revenue based
on usage might take lots of education to change both
minds and actual financial policies. Ultimately it might be
easier, for example, to build a big data center rather than
pay a monthly fee for data usage, because of the difficulty
of changing entrenched procurement policies.
Stakeholder engagement, including citizens,
businesses, universities and city employees, can also be a
challenge. Assembling the right team to create a strategy
for a smart city that includes both internal and external
stakeholders. Jesse Berst said, “If I had to pick a problem
that I see cities making most often, it’s failing to assemble
the right team, up-front—a team that includes all of your
internal stakeholders, but also all of your key external
stakeholders.”
Finally, governance can also be a significant roadblock to
success. As Berst notes, “it is difficult to get government
departments to work together. They are typically
operated as silos, and who owns, operates and can work
collaboratively and productively with the data is an
essential issue.”
It really is all about the people, and working on the
governance issue is one that is often overlooked or not
done well at all.
A January 2015 academic article entitled “Key Challenges
for the Smart City: Turning Ambition into Reality (Van
den Bergh & Viaene, 2015) is a “study aimed to answer
the call for deeper insight in the managerial consequences
and challenges of a smart city ambition from a city
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administration’s point of view.” The smart city explored
in that article is Ghent, Belgium and the challenges
identified include:
•	Ecosystem position
•	Smart city leadership
•	Internal coordination mechanisms
•	Business-IT alignment
•	Shaping organizational culture
•	Going beyond experiments
And Scientific American (Smith K. L., 2017) published an
article by Kendra L. Smith entitled “The Inconvenient
Truth about Smart Cities” with the headline that “plans
for more wired, networked, connected urban areas face
challenges if they fail to account for existing, local, nondigital elements such as government and socioeconomic
conditions.” Smith depicts the smart city as similar to
sources and writers above, describing them as wired,
connected and networked, with ubiquitous connectivity
and significant broad band throughout. Rather than
typical government bureaucracies, the smart city is
meant to be proactive and interactive and responsive.
Both the broadband and ubiquitous sensors are meant to
dramatically upgrade city functions for all citizens, while
saving time and money over current embedded processes.
Smith notes some specific projects and goals for certain
cities that depicts the smart city initiatives that are already
underway. She highlights the work that the Pennsylvania
Department of Transportation has done, as they have
invested $30 million to adapt existing traffic signals to
read traffic conditions and improve the flow of traffic.
Another example is Kansas City where $15 million is
being invested in a smart lighting project along a new
street car line. The intention is to save 20-30 percent in
electricity costs annually.
As Smith goes on to say, these projects demonstrate
individual smart city initiatives that illustrate the
potential of the smart city, but the grand idea of an end to
end and totally comprehensive smart city remains illusive.
And one of the challenges she notes is the no mans
land where the digital and non-digital aspects of a
city collide. Similar to the discuss above about legacy
systems and governance structures that can hinder smart
city innovation, Smith notes that often bureaucratic
entanglements means single projects can take significant
amount of resources to accomplish and the vision of a
grand and complete smart city is often ephemeral.
Smith summarizes 3 three critical questions that are
challenges for smart city development.
Social justice is one critical aspect and promise of
a smart city— improving quality of life for all. Smith
suggests that unless inclusivity is part of the key driver
for a smart city and all of the strategic efforts leading
up to implementation, than the end result with be to
“reinforce institutional privileges and protections as well
as exclusionary practices. Smart cities will not be utopian
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societies that, by the sheer presence of their technology,
make everything better.”
The cost to develop a smart city is another factor,
echoed by previous experts above. Smith gives as an
example Columbus Ohio, which after an extensive
proposal effort won a $40 million grant from the U.S.
Department of Transportation and then, with that
award in hand, worked on public private partnerships to
parlay the $40 million into $500 million for smart city
transportation initiatives and projects. That combination
of initial government funding and then a supportive
business environment might be hard to pull off for other
cities.
The decision on what a smart city needs and who will
govern and continue to operate that smart city becomes
a key topic of ongoing governance. And there are also
unintended consequences of smart city successes, as noted
by San Francisco Federal Reserve Researchers, resulting
in “transit-induced gentrification” in which public
investment in transit—light rail, buses, subway—attracts
affluent individuals. So much so that several studies have
found that transit investments can alter the demographic
composition of the surrounding neighborhood, resulting
in pushing out lower-income individuals and creating
new problems within the city.”

I. Smart City Success Factors and Opportunities
The challenges posed by these carefully written analyses
above need to be offset by success factors already
underway in many cities and municipalities.
IBI Group in October 2017 (Technology-driven design
firm, IBI Group (TSX:IBG), 2017) hosted its 2017 ITS
World Congress in Montreal and ahead that event
published a report entitled “Top 10 Smart City Success
Factors” (Peters, 2017). The success factors are as follows:
1. Stakeholder Benefits
2. Engagement & Buy-in
3. Regional Alignment with a Community Focus
4. Strategy Momentum and Foundational Initiatives
5. Clarity
6. “Dust-proofing” the Strategy
7. Lessons Learned
8. Urban Integration
9. Performance Indicators
10. Creating a Lasting Smart City Culture
In the conclusion to IBI group report, Peters sounds a
positive and optimistic tone for all smart cities: “While
developing a strategy may seem like a large undertaking,
our experience is that with the establishment of the
right team that is focused on realizing results for the
citizens, the process can bring significant benefits to
any community. In order to drive the maximum benefit
for your community, get started, take a chance, be
innovative, engage with the people, and be agile.”
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II. H
 ISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF
SMART CITIES | URBAN PLANNING
A. Smart Cities in Antiquity
While “smart cities” might seem like a new term just
recently invented, the fact remains that “smart” principles
have guided urban design and planning for centuries.
In “A Short History of the City,” (EMBARQ, 2018)
we learn that urban planning principles date back to
Ancient Greece. For centuries architects along with other
visionaries have developed urban centers, with both
centers for commerce as well as parks and open space
and infrastructure to support and entice populations.
The earliest city planner was known as Hippodamus of
Miletus and from his time through major architects such
as Le Corbusier, who coined the term “City Beautiful,” the
concept of developing urban spaces for citizens to live,
work and play has been an ongoing effort. Today we focus
on creating sustainable cities and metropolitan areas that
encourage a healthy living lifestyle and positive working
environments, that can survive over thousands of years.
One ancient Greek architect was the father of
urban planning. Hippodamus of Miletus was also a
mathematician, philosopher and meteorologist and is
considered the “father” of urban planning. His efforts
were brought on by the task of rebuilding his homeland
after centuries of war and destruction and he is credited
with having the vision to divide cities into areas of
public, private and sacred use. Although today’s urban
centers have evolved to include more mixed-use areas,
Hippodamus visions lasted for centuries as urban
centers evolved all over the globe. He also envision a
planning grid for cities, as well as broad boulevards and
intersections where street life was lively and vibrant.
In the 1600s from London to India fundamental
principles of urban planning were developed and
deployed. Sir Christopher Wren who was a scientist,
architect and mathematician in England designed many
of the architectural icons in England. He was credited
with both architectural achievements such as St. Paul’s
Cathedral and urban development following the Great
Fire of London in 1666.
Contemporaneously, a continent away, the first planned
city in India was being designed as a new capital, Jaipur,
by Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh II . “Singh’s vision for Jaipur
was realized in the development of a modern commercial
hub based on ancient Vedic architectural principles and
practices. These principles support cosmic harmony
through the orientations of buildings, dimensions, and
other city planning essentials.”
In the 19th century, in the base of both skyscrapers and
the “city beautiful” movement, major progress was made
across America. When we talk about infrastructure for
smart cities, it is helpful to recall the innovations and
foundations laid in many of our most important cities.
For example, the grid and overlayed spoke and hub
designed by Pierre Charles L’Enfant for Washington DC
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created numerous opportunities for both community
and vistas and residential, commercial and institutional
structures and civic monuments. Frederick Law Olmsted
combined his talents for landscape architecture with
urban planning and helped develop the National
Park Service. Daniel Burnham was an architect and
urban planner who helped design significant cities like
Cleveland, San Francisco, Washington DC and Chicago.
And the first full time city planner in the United States,
Harland Bartholemew, work in major cities such as
Newark NJ and St. Louis and over 600 cities nation-wide.
It is important to reflect on the built form they were all
responsible for, and included parks, shopping areas and
commercial areas that we are working with today on
smart cities.
The challenges for a smart city in the 21st century can
be addressed by learning from historical precedents.
The urban planning principles in the 18th, 19th and
early 20th centuries were often well developed for their
historical time and place, and ideas such as the colonial
urban green or town square has precedents for smart
city paradigms of community as well. Transportation has
changed significantly over time, and is on the verge of
more significant changes include autonomous vehicles,
ride-hailing, and more. And the mid 20th century saw the
decline in population of many cities, but now incoming
growth can be as much of a challenge. Smart cities have
many lessons to be learned from history in terms of
efficiency, function, flexibility, as well as delight in urban
life as noted in the “Short History of the City”
“Following the leads of these planners, today’s
generation is tasked with the development of sustainable
communities. Advanced infrastructure developments
for water management, power usage, traffic mitigation,
green building design, and management of harmful
greenhouse gases, are just some of the dynamics of
today’s metropolitan areas. As the populations of
our cities continue to increase, the need for livable
communities will continue to increase as well.”

B. Los Angeles: Beginning Smart Cities in the
Modern Era
The smart city movement we see today really began in
1974 in Los Angeles, as outlined by Author James Brasuell
in “The Early History of the ‘Smart Cities’ Movement—
in 1974 Los Angeles” (Brasuell, 2015).Brasuell says that
“A Journal of California extends the timeline of “smart
cities” and “big data” efforts by a considerable amount—
all the way back to the late 1960s.” The article, by Mark
Vallianatos, (Vallianatos, 2015) discusses how the smart
city movement had its foundations in government
agencies in Los Angeles in the 1960s. There was an agency
in Los Angeles called the Community Analysis Bureau
that used data gathering techniques and computer data
bases, combined with infrared aerial photography, to
look at neighborhood demographics, housing quality and
build scenarios to ward off blight and tackle poverty. The
product of this effort was a report in 1974 entitled “The
ARCHITECTURE

State of the City: A Cluster Analysis of Los Angeles”. This
idea of using big data to solve urban problems continues
today. 21st century technologies are making it easier to
analyze bigger and more complex problems and urban
conditions. Vallianatos also details how the reports
relies on an “Urban Information System” in tackling the
problems of the era.

III. G
 LOBAL SMART CITY MOVEMENT
Smart cities have grown up all over the world, and
initiatives, conferences, and organizations are taking
flight everywhere to make smart cities a reality.

A. U.S. and North America
In the United States and North America, the U.S. National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has taken a
leadership role in creating a “Global Cities Team Challenge”
that is having an enormous positive effect. (NIST Global
Cities Team Challenge, 2018). As stated, the long term
goal is: “To establish and demonstrate replicable, scalable,
and sustainable models for incubation and deployment
of interoperable, secure, standard-based solutions using
advanced technologies such as Internet of Things (IoT)
and Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) and demonstrate their
measurable benefits in cities and communities.”
The GCTC is meant to be a platform for collaboration
in the development of smart cities in coordination with
other U.S. federal agencies including U.S. Department of
Homeland Security Science and Technology Directorate
(DHS S&T), National Science Foundation, International
Trade Administration, and National Telecommunications
and Information Administration.
One of the key functions is to have local governments,
nonprofit organizations, academic institutions,
technologists, and corporations from all over the
world to form project teams, or “action clusters,” and
“SuperClusters.” Some of the aspects that these teams
work are game changing technologies for smart cities such
as Internet of Things (IoT) and Cyber-Physical Systems
(CPS) applications
Many other activities are happening around the U.S,
Canada and Mexico, and one notable highlight is New
York City. The organization is entitled SmartCitiesNY with
the tag line “powered by people”.
The report of 2017 conference held in NYC described
the key objective of “facilitating access to publicprivate partnerships to build smart and resilient cities”
(downloadable at: (Smart Cities New York, 2018)). The
2017 report highlighted the achievements at the 2017
conference: 2100+ participants, 300+ cities, and 850+
organizations.
Two additional significant Smart City initiatives are the U.S.
Department of Transportation Smart City Challenge
(Smart City Challenge, 2017) and the National Science
Foundation’s Smart and Connected Communities.
(Smart and Connected Communities (S&CC), 2018)
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The U.S. DOT Smart City Challenge was first launched in
December 2015. The program envisioned mid-sized cities
across America developing new and innovative ideas for
integrated transportation systems. Meant to be the first of
its kind smart transportation system, this involved the use
of data, applications and technology. The ultimate goal
was to help people and goods move more quickly, cheaply
and efficiently.
The result of the challenge was that 78 cities applied, and
7 were finalists. A description of the challenge and lessons
learned was published in a report, “Smart City Challenge:
Lessons for Building Cities of the Future,” (Smart City
Challenge: Lessons for Building Cities of the Future, 2017)
The seven finalist cities were Austin, Columbus, Denver,
Kansas City, Pittsburgh, Portand, and San Francisco. These
cities had big plans for transportation innovations such as
autonomous shuttles, electrify vehicle fleets and across all
of the cities to equip buses, taxis and cars with “vehicleto-vehicle Dedicated Short Range Communications
(DSRC) technology”. With $100,000 of funding each,
the finalists were able to flesh out their smart city visions
and then reach out to the public, industry experts, and
government officials to further develop their concepts.
The seven finalists ended up refining the following key
characteristics of smart city transportation systems:
•	How we move
•	How we move things
•	How we adapt
•	How we move better
•	Grown opportunity for all
•	Align decisions and dollars
The National Science Foundation’s program entitled
Smart and Connected Communities (S&CC) has the
goal of accelerating “the creation of the scientific and
engineering foundations that will enable smart and
connected communities to bring about new levels of
economic opportunity and growth, safety and security,
health and wellness, and overall quality of life. This goal
will be achieved through integrative research projects that
pair advances in technological and social dimensions with
meaningful community engagement.”

Figure 8 U.S Department of Transportaton Smart
City Challenge (Image: Smart City Challenge)

B. United Kingdom (England)
The United Kingdom has made significant progress
in developing smart cities. One example is Digital
Birmingham (Digital Birmingham, 2018) where a group
is leading a Smart City Roadmap and Commission, with
their mission:
“We work closely with technology providers,
innovators, Smart City consultants and partners to
broker and mainstream innovation into the public
sector to find transformative solutions to our city
challenges and attract funding and investment in areas
that cover energy, skills, health, mobility, data and
connectivity.”
The top 10 smart cities in the UK are highlighted in an
online article (Wadlow, 2016) which summarizes the
selection as being based on both the depth and breadth
of their strategy for smart cities, as well as specific plans
and programs in areas that included “digital innovation,
social care, urban mobility, energy, education, and
sustainability.” Comparing the top 10 cities is also crucial
to identifying leaders and challengers.
This list of cities is as follows with a citation for their key
smart city features is as follows:
1. 	London. “London has been a leader in a number of
significant urban innovations, including the London
Congestion Charge and other low- carbon transport
programs, an ambitious climate plan, an energy
program that emphasizes local resources and the
importance of retrofitting an aging building stock,
and a strong commitment to open data and the
exploitation of data to improve services.”
2. 	Bristol. “The Bristol Is Open project provides a basis
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for Bristol to develop as a unique laboratory for
urban innovation. Bristol is also leading the way in
areas such as open data access, energy innovation,
and community engagement. “
3. 	Birmingham. “Birmingham has established an
ambitious and detailed smart city strategy that
encompasses a range of agencies, stakeholders, and
communities.” (Also see Digital Birmingham above).
4. 	Glasgow. “Glasgow’s Future Cities Demonstrator
has given it a unique platform on which to build
its smart city strategy. Its role as lead partner in
the Scottish Smart Cities Alliance provides another
avenue to build on the experience of the last two
years.”
5. 	Manchester. “Manchester’s smart city strategy
is building on its established digital strategy, a
number of substantial demonstrator projects, and its
ambitions for regional devolution.”
6. 	Milton Keyes. “Milton Keynes was one of the
first UK cities to make a strong commitment to
develop and promote smart city technology. It is
now establishing itself as a primary location to trial
and test new city technologies and is successfully
attracting investment from IoT companies and other
innovators looking to exploit this emerging market.”
7. 	Leeds. “Leeds has established itself as one of the
cities driving smart city development in the UK. Its
strategy for the city’s development until 2030 sets a
coherent and ambitious framework for its smart city
projects, in particular its open data strategy.”
8. 	Peterborough. “Since its inception, the smart city
program in Peterborough has had an emphasis
on producing benefits for the community and
small businesses rather than on simply trialing
the latest technology. …Its success and its
innovative approach to the circular economy were
acknowledged internationally at the end of 2015
when it won the Smart City of the Year award at the
Smart City Expo World Congress in Barcelona.”

cities, industry, small business (SMEs), banks, research
and others.” (Smart Cities: Cities using technological
solutions to improve the management and efficiency
of the urban environment., 2018) The commission has
established priorities and a digital platform and describes
its vision of what a smart city is. It is really the next
evolution of the traditional services and infrastructure of
an existing city, enhanced and enabled by new digital and
telecommunication technologies to increase efficiency
and better service a smart city’s citizens, businesses, and
government. Smart city also implies a more interactive
and connected government and more responsive to its
citizenry and all who visit. Ultimately it involves making
the city safer, as well as serving needs of young people
and an increasingly ageing population.

D. Asia
Smart City activities in Asia / Pacific are literally taking
flight and gaining momentum. IDC began tracking smart
cities in 2006 and states, “Spending on technologies to
enable smart cities programs in Asia Pacific, excluding
Japan (APeJ), is set to reach $28.3 billion in 2018.”
IDC has published, for its subscribers, a detailed global
analysis. (Worldwide Semiannual Smart Cities Spending
Guide, 2018)
IDC on July 5th, 2018 in Singapore (IDC Names the Top
19 Smart City Projects in Asia/Pacific for 2018, 2018)
highlighted their ranking of smart cities. One of the key
activities in this area of the world was the Smart City
Asia Pacific Awards (SCAPA), with winning smart cities
judged on 12 functional categories. Winners came from
across the Asia/Pacific region. Figure 9 illustrates both the
functional categories as well as the winners for 2018.

9. 	Nottingham. “A core element of Nottingham City
Council’s strategy has been to maintain public
ownership and control of infrastructure and assets.”
10. 	Sheffield. The new Sheffield Plan outlines some of
the digital and technical innovations needed to
support a smart city vision but there is little detail
currently available. There is an opportunity for
the city to make stronger links between its broader
strategy and the potential for smart city innovations,
as is being explored in the Smart City Lab.”

C. Europe
The European Commission has established “the
European innovation partnership on smart cities and
communities (EIP-SCC) which is an initiative supported
by the European Commission that brings together
ARCHITECTURE

Figure 9 2018 Winners IDC Smart City Competition

E. Australia and Oceania
On April 29, 2016, “the Australian Government launched
its Smart Cities Plan. (Smart Cities Plan, 2016): The
Smart Cities Plan will help build an agile, innovative
and prosperous nation.” The plan website includes the
following key areas describing in detail the smart cities
plan:
•	Overview
•	Smart Cities Plan
•	City Deals
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•	Smart Cities and Suburbs Program
•	City Deals Progress Reporting Tool
•	Meet the Cities Reference Group
•	National Cities Performance Framework
•	Agenda 2030-Sustainable Development Goal 11.
In November 2017 (Reichert, 2017) the Australian
Government announced the 52 projects around the
nation that will be getting funding under the first round
of its AU$50 million Smart Cities and Suburbs Program.”
Of the $50 Million AUD, $28.5 million was allocated
across all areas of Australia, including 40 percent in
rural areas. A key driver for this government investment
is to have cities harness the rapid pace of innovation
and disruptive technologies. An emphasis is also on
promoting home-grown solutions, data and otherwise,
and ultimately to make Australia a leader globally. The
City of Darwin was one of the biggest winners, with $5
million toward a project called “Switching on Darwin.”
KPMG and the Public Sector Network published “Smart
Cities A snapshot of Australia in 2017” (Francis, 2017)

and the document has insights throughout its outline of
major topics:
•	Where are we on the smart city journey?
•	Who’s got the map?
•	Finding the money
•	Bringing communities along
•	Data: The power of platforms, not silos
•	Don’t go it alone

F. India
India has its 4th National Summit on 100 Smart Cities
scheduled for August 2018 (WELCOME TO 4TH NATIONAL
SUMMIT ON 100 SMART CITIES INDIA 2018, 2018). The
thrust of the summit and the background to India’s Smart
City mission is to address a key fact for India that by 2050,
about 70% of the population of India will be living in
cities. The key is to make smart cities citizen-centric.
The Smart City Project has published a map (see Figure 10)
(Smart Cities Project, 2018) which says in a succinct graphic
image the broad extent of smart city activity in India:

Figure 10 Atlas of Smart Cities
in India’s “Smart City Mission”
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IV. S
 MART CITY INDUSTRY
INNOVATION LANDSCAPE TODAY

modeling known as “ISSUM (Intelligent Systems for
Sustainable Urban Mobility).”

Technology companies are driving innovation today
around the world. It is worthwhile to get a sense of how
they a contributing their resources and talents to this
effort.

The workshop had the objective of connecting ISSUM
with Autodesk Research’s Complex System Research
and Autodesk’s vision about generative design at the
urban scale and “Dasher360, a data visualization tool for
monitoring real-time complex building information. “

A. Autodesk

B. Bentley

Autodesk has many software tools and perspectives
on smart cities and technologies that will enable and
optimize them. In Autodesk’s Redshift article “6 Big
Ideas Show the Promise of Innovation in Infrastructure”
(Smith M. , 2018) Autodesk outlines how smart cities and
infrastructure can benefit with these ideas:

Bentley has developed reality modeling software termed
“context capture.” (Context Capture: Create 3D models
from simple photographs, 2018). As Bentley describes
this new technology design professionals and others can
produce complex and interactive 3D models of urban
conditions simply and effectively from photographs.
Usually expensive laser scanning and survey equipment
is deployed, but reality capture is able to integrate the
existing world into visual context for planning, design,
construction and even operations throughout the facility
and urban life cycle.

•	Infrastructure Innovators Use VR Games to
Streamline Scandinavian Tunnel Design
•	Where New York Stands on 5 Big Infrastructure
Projects
•	Water Infrastructure: Today’s Funding for
Tomorrow’s Needs
•	How US Cities Can Finance Resilient and Equitable
Infrastructure
•	Smart Cities Collaborative Tackles Transit Issues
•	To Save Our Infrastructure, Make Every Road a Toll
Road
Autodesk tools are being developed and tested as
noted in the article “Building Smart Cities through 3D
Cityscape Modeling” (Kuah, 2018). The author notes
that although many cities in the 21st century are quickly
being transformed by smart technologies, few cities
have all the pieces in place to realize the total benefit
of these innovations. Infrastructure, financial resources
and technical and managerial expertise are crucial to
integrating these smart technologies. In many cases,
existing cities have incomplete and silos of data bases
that hinder efforts to improve services and deliver smart
city innovation to citizens, businesses and government
agencies.
Kuah also highlights one of the key challenges of
transporting citizens (by foot or transit) through visually
complex and changing urban landscape.
Faced with these challenges, Autodesk Toronto took
the step to gather public and private sector partners,
including ESRI Canada and York University, in a
workshop to share ideas and formulate strategies around
these new innovative technologies and the smart city.
Their idea was to “share ideas and identify challenges in
researching and developing new technologies for sensing,
analyzing, simulating and visualizing diverse forms of
traffic within the urban environment to inform planning
and management.”
Autodesk has the ultimate goal of making progress on
a York University-based group involved in 3D cityscape
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Bentley takes the next step of “hybrid” processing in
ContextCapture to enable engineering level accuracy
for purposes of further design and construction analyses
and documentation. Hybrid can take laser scanning
technologies and point clouds and integrate them into
the photography based ContextCapture imagery.
Bentley helped Helsinki develop “Helsink 3D+” which
is touted as a “new generation of city models.” (City
of Helsinki: Helsink 3D+, 2018). Helskinki Finland
invested EUR 1 million to develop a 3D representation
of their entire city with focus on a base data for smart
city development. The intention was that this would be
a platform on top of which open data and further input
from business and technology companies would improve
citizen and government services. They also promoted the
new platform to be used by higher education, both for
learning and professional development.

C. Cisco
In November 2017 at the Barcelona Smart City
Expo World Congress (Cisco Announces $1 Billion
Program for Smart Cities, 2017) Cisco announced a
“City Infrastructure Financing Acceleration Program.”
As previous observations have noted, funding is a
critical need and often a major obstacle to smart city
development, both for municipalities as well as state-wide
or federal initiatives. Cisco and its partners decided to
bring significant investment capital as part of its program
entitled, Smart+Connected Communities. The intention
of the investment was to actually attract more investment
and assemble financial instruments to deploy innovative
smart city technologies. The goal was to “reduce
energy usage, ease traffic and parking, or boost public
transportation ridership and revenues.”
Changing the paradigm of financing is one of the
outcomes of this initiative where, for example, revenuesharing can then permit cities to invest in the new
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infrastructure and technology innovations and then
utilize various revenue streams to pay back the investors..
At the same smart city expo, Cisco also announced
upgrades to its “Cisco Kinetic IoT data platform.” With
a focus on public safety, Cisco plans on integrating
video and sensor data into a dashboard for realtime
focus on “citizen safety first.” This can include real time
notification based on data from IoTsoruces and utilization
of “Cisco Spark™ Collaboration” platform to enable more
efficient and quicker responses for emergency personnel.

D. CityGML and Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC)
CityGML is an international standard promulgated by
the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) and is used in
conjunction with a technology stack of interoperability
standards, such as CityGML, IndoorGML, InfraGML and
others” to depict 3D urban environments. As a way to
test and deploy these standards, OGC created an “OGC
Future Cities Pilot” (Chester, 2016). The pilot program
is very technically focused on ways to share knowledge,
insight and expertise among a diverse set of stakeholders
and demonstrate real time data exchange using adopted
industry standards such as CityGML.
The pilot deploys scenarios to demonstrate and test
capabilities. One such scenario is for the borough of
Greenwich, England which will focus on the poverty of
fuel for its citizenry as well as adult social services. This
gets involved in urban issues such as energy efficiency of
the housing stock and the capability of existing structures
to meet an ageing population.
Another scenario, tested and deployed for the city
of Rennes, France, uses building information models
and Industry Foundation Class (IFC) data to check the
conformance of projects with urban planning rules.
To achieve this scenario, the 3D modeled buildings are
viewed and analyzed in the context of an existing 3D city
model of Rennes. Ultimately the BIM data is added to the
city model as the project is approved and moves forward
to construction and occupancy.
An academic paper entitled “Using CityGml to Deploy
Smart-City Services for Urban Ecosystems” (Prandi, 2013)
goes into more extensive and technical detail about
CityGml and the concept of “i-Scope.” The authors
introduce “i-SCOPE (interoperable Smart City services
through an Open Platform for urban Ecosystems)” which
has the goal of deploying an open platform upon which
scenarios, data levels and various “smart city” scenarios
can be further analyzed.

E. CityZenith
CityZenith has both a software technology as well as a
grand vision for smart cities. CityZenith’s 5D Smart World
(Khemlani, AECBytes Review: Cityzenith Smart World for
City Information Modeling, 2017) is reviewed extensively
in AECBytes in July 2017. The grand vision of CityZenith’s
founder and CEO, Michael Jansen (Cityzenith’s Michael
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Jansen aims to map the entire built world, 2017) is to map
the entire world and make his global data and interface
orders of magnitude more accurate than other commercial
applications such as Google Earth, Maps, Apple Maps and
others.
Khemlani’s review of Cityzenith is a broad overview
of both the genre of software as well as specifics about
CityZenith’s SmartWorld itself. She observes that
infrastructure is a natural discipline to follow from
BIM, but city information modeling (or CIM) is entirely
different in scope and scale. (Khemlani, City Information
Modeling, 2016). (see V.F City Information Modeling for
a more detailed investigation of CIM). She also suggests
major industry vendors such as Autodesk and Bentley
may be ceding some leadership to other firms that are
creating CIM solutions from the ground up.
CityZenith was officially launched in June 2017 and the
software has evolved in name from Smart City to Smart
World platform. Khemlani notes “CIM is primarily a
technology initiative while smart cities involve a lot more
process, policy, politics, governance, etc. While CIM can
greatly help in enabling cities to be smarter, CIM by itself
does not guarantee a smarter city, just as BIM by itself
does not guarantee a smarter building. BIM however can
provide a solid backbone for the creation of a smarter
building, and CIM can do the same for the creation of a
“smart city.””
CityZenith Smart World has as its goal to aggregate as
much public and private data about a city as possible
and then integrate it and make it available for analyses,
design, planning and ultimately maintenance and
operations of a smart city. But the city data then needs to
be meshed with building data, and that can be intensive
and expensive to acquire and manage. Part of the issue
is not just initial input but also on going maintenance of
the data.
Smart World works on the process of streaming data from
Cityzeniths servers and the user experience depends on
both the user device’s process power but also bandwidth
to and from the device and the servers. A strength of
the Smart World datasets is its layering capabilities, very
similar to GIS software. In addition, since the data is at
the core, the ability to link to data is also a strong suit.
The key to CIM is not just the integration of data sets,
but the ability to analyze the data and make useful
conclusions. So the observation by Khemlani is that both
CIM as a genre and Smart World specifically, although
a work in progress, is absolutely a critical need for the
future of smart cities.

F. Digit Group – Paul Doherty
Paul Doherty is one of the thought leaders of the smart
city movement-- especially since the publication of
the Forbes article in July 2018 entitled, “How This
Entrepreneur Is Changing The World One Smart City At
A Time” (Carucci, 2018). Paul’s Digit Group is “Part realestate development, part technology, part autonomous
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transportation, part architectural firm, and part virtualreality theme park designer (yup)” and he has expanded
his vision and strategies globally. “The Digit Group is
playing a key building role in Saudi’s $500 billion city
NEOM, in China’s Smart Cities’ “Hollywood of virtual
reality,” and in Australia’s plan to expand with new Smart
Cities toward their continent’s center.”
Paul is participating in a program in Australia called
TheClaraPaln. The ClaraPlan (theCLARAplan, 2018) is
an Australian program intended to imagine new ways to
plan and build cities, transportation and infrastructure.
The intention is to build sustainable smart cities and
connect them via high speed rail. The ClaraPlan is
privately funded and has the objective of addressing
the perceived overcrowding of Sydney and Melbourne.
The private funding business model involves land value
capture. So the high speed rail infrastructure is intended
to be paid for by the development itself, rather than the
government.
The ClaraPlan vision of the smart city is not “one and
done” but continually seeking a “future ready state.”
“Thus, a smart city relies on a culture of governance that
is open to innovation, potential disruption and adaptive
to change in order to avoid obsolescence.”

•	Civic Engagement, “Impartial and forthright data
helps governments gain the trust necessary to build
consensus in their priorities.”
• ‑Real time awareness, “Monitor live events as they
occur to afford managers the insight to react swiftly
and intelligently.”
ESRI also builds and markets specific software “ESRI
CityEngine,” (Esri CityEngine, 2018) which is advanced
3D city design software, with the goal of “creating huge,
interactive and immersive urban environments in less
time than traditional modeling techniques.”
One example of the power of GIS and ESRI’s CityEngine
is work done with data from social media “tweets” and
“Visualizing London’s Skyline With A 3-D Map Of Tweets”
(Brownstone, 2013). This example was work by two
doctoral researchers at London’s Centre for Advanced
Spatial Analysis and utilized several discreet software
tools: ESRI’s CityEngine, the Twitter API, and a Python
program they built that harvested tweets from the area.
The researchers considered this a proof of concept of how
a 3D city visualization tool like ESRI’s CityEngine could
begin to analyze and model data for use in developing,
refining, and ultimately optimizing smart cities.

G. ESRI
ESRI was founded in 1969 in Redlands California and
bills itself as “pioneers problem solving with geographic
information systems (GIS) through The Science of
Where.” Through ESRI’s Smart Communities website
(Every Community Aspires to Be a Smart Community,
2018) the company spells out their suggested strategy
for applying “a hub approach” and using “location
technology investment by exploiting a combination of
Internet of Things (IoT) devices, big data, inclusive apps,
and community feedback to gain previously unimagined
insight.” ESRI suggests there are six core objectives to
optimize a smart community:
1. Safe
2. Well Run
3. Livable
4. Healthy
5. Prosperous
6. Sustainable
And ESRI proposes key features to deploy make smart
cities work:
•	System of Record, and by that they mean “Create
an authoritative, digital twin of your community by
connecting disparate systems through location.”
•	Data Driven Decision-making, “Stakeholders source
reliable data to develop ideas and to intelligently
assess and accomplish goals.”
•	Collaboration Across Departments, “People connect
to information via web apps and data portals to
work together and drive solutions.”
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Figure 11 Visualizing London’s Skyline With A 3-D
Map Of Tweets (Image: FastCompany.com)

H. Georgia Tech
Georgia Tech has an “Initiative on Smart Cities and
Inclusive Innovation” (Smart Cities and Inclusive
Innovation, 2018) with the objective of developing
“ innovative approaches to shaping resilient and
sustainable communities.
Through research and development, strategic
partnerships, and cutting-edge programming we bring
Georgia Tech’s interdisciplinary expertise in technology
and policy to the development of smart cities and
communities.”
In addition, Georgia Tech also has a Center for Urban
Innovation (Smart Cities, 2018) and its Smart Cities
Research Neighborhood which showcases the projects
underway at Georgia Tech including sensor deployment
testbed projects, civic IoT projects, and a wide variety of
efforts to research and design the emerging Smart City.”
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I. MIT Media Lab
MIT’s Media Lab has extensive programs on smart cities
(Smart Cities, 2018), encompassing
•	Mobility
•	Public Space
•	Prototyping and Fabrication, and
•	Group Information
One of MIT’s most interesting initiatives is the senseable
city lab (Senseable City Lab, 2018), with the tagline
“Urban imagination and social innovation through design
& science.” The stated goal of the laboratory is to look at
layers of digital networks in smart cities and analyze how
cities are being transformed by the emerging technologies.
“The mission of the Senseable City Laboratory—a research
initiative at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology—is
to anticipate these changes and study them from a critical
point of view.”

J. NIST
We have discussed the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) elsewhere and the Global Cities Team
Challenge (GCTC) that is one of NIST’s key programs
related to smart cities. But in addition to the GCTC, NIST
as the U.S.’s national laboratory for standards also has
publications about many technical aspects that can form
the underpinning and engineering frameworks for smart
cities. (NIST Smart Cities, 2018). Some of the relevant
articles there include:
•	“StormSense: A New Integrated Network of IoT
Water Level Sensors in the Smart Cities of Hampton
Roads, VA”
•	“Dynamic Network Model for Smart City Data-Loss
Resilience Case Study: City-to-City Network for
Crime Analytics”
•	“An approach to provide shared architectural
principles for interoperable Smart Cities”
•	“Towards a Foundation for a Collaborative
Replicable Smart Cities IoT Architecture”
These articles illustrate the critical role that NIST plays
in establishing standards. How can work on one smart
city be replicable to others, so that time and energies
aren’t wasted and duplicated? How to make smart cities
interoperable is a key question that NIST asks.

K. NYU
There is a unique program at the NYU Tandon School of
Engineering’s Center for K12 STEM Education entitled
Science of Smart Cities (SoSC), (Science of Smart Cities
(SoSC), 2018). The goal of the program is to involve
middle and high school students, along with their
teachers, in making cities more livable, sustainable and
vibrant by focusing on course subjects of engineering,
science, computer science and technology. STEM
(science, technology, engineer and mathematics)
concepts are taught in the context of urban planning,
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design, construction and operational issues. There is
also an emphasis on team work and mentorship, and
incorporation of scientific methodologies in the pursuit of
better urban life.
The program stresses the connection between STEM and
urban planning and smart cities and they incorporate
four instructional units: energy, urban infrastructure,
transportation and wireless communications. The
program is taught by NYU School of Engineer graduate
and undergraduate students and, to date, “Over 1,000
middle and high school students have completed the
program and 30 teachers have been trained in the
curriculum.”

L. Siemens
Siemens in 2017 was named one of the world’s top
smart city vendors, highlighted in the Navigant Research
Leaderboard: Smart City Suppliers. (SmartCitiesWorld
news team, 2017) Key factors that were used in
developing a “leaderboard” of smart city vendors
included:
•	vision;
•	go-to-market strategy;
•	partners;
•	product strategy;
•	geographic reach;
•	market presence;
•	sales and marketing;
•	product performance and features;
•	product integration; and
•	staying power.

M. Stanford Global Projects Center
Stanford’s Digital Cities Program (Digital Cities Program,
2018) has an overall mission and goal to involve crossdiscipline students and faculty with the purpose of
improving smart cities, their urban sustainability, and
business links and governance. A key tenet of the program
is that emerging game-changing technologies, including
data analytics, can influence institution investment in
digital cities.

V. G
 AME CHANGING TECHNOLOGIES
DRIVING SMART CITIES
One of the most important reasons that smart cities
have developed and flourished is because of the
emergence of game changing innovative technologies.
From artificial intelligence (AI) to building information
modeling (BIM) to digital twins and the sensor web,
all of these technologies have become a major driver
for both innovation and disruption in the making and
maintaining of smart cities.
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A. Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine
Learning (ML)
Artificial Intelligence (AI) can help with analysis of issues
for smart cities that greatly improve governance and
smart city efficiency. As noted in “Artificial intelligence
for smart cities: Insights from Ho Chi Minh City’s spatial
development” (Artificial intelligence for smart cities:
Insights from Ho Chi Minh City’s spatial development)
(Goldblatt & al, 2018), one of the technologies that can
be useful is satellite imagery. Satellites take pictures daily
of the entire globe, and this imagery has the potential
to provide useful insights and basis for intelligence
about cities and urban regions. Computers can process
immense amounts of data from the satellite imagery and
utilizing artificial intelligence (AI) can provide patterns
and knowledge that humans couldn’t possibly process in
a timely manner. One of the key issues is how urban form
and systems change over time and respond to internal
and external forces. Machine learning and AI can show
changes in real time, and provide invaluable information
for governance and planning knowledge. Traffic, flooding,
environment issues can all be tracked when computers are
trained via machine learning to elicit value insights into
urban conditions
This article explored the role AI and ML can play in
land use planning, specifically for Ho Chi MinH City
(HCMC) Vietnam. In addition to detailed analysis of
zoning data, HCMD in 2017 launched mobile apps with
geospatial data in order to enforce zoning governance. So
the intention of this app was to put cadastral map and
planning / zoning data in the hands of citizens to increase
transparency. They also feel this mobile platform will
form a groundwork for more layers of data on top such as
construction permits, underground space and buildings
on the surface.
Tom Vander Ark, in Forbes, adds another perspective
on smart cities and AI in “How Cities Are Getting Smart
Using Artificial Intelligence” (Vander Ark, 2018). What
makes a city smart? According to the Smart Cities Council
the three core values are 1) Livability, 2) Workability, and
3) Sustainability. But the author adds
Learnability to that list, with the core value of “equitable
access to quality learning opportunities across a
coordinated ecosystem from birth through careers”.
As Vander Ark notes, “Connected communities and cheap
storage paved the way for the platform revolution--we
work, learn, and play on platforms that get better as they
get bigger (network effect).
Big data and cheap computing also enabled the explosion
of artificial intelligence (AI), code that learns, in software
applications supporting every aspect of life. Add enabling
tools like robotics, drones, and autonomous vehicles (as
shown in Figure 11), and you have a world of shaping
tools.”

Figure 12 Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning
and other Emerging Computer Applications (Image:
Forbes)
Vander Ark goes on to list the “big tough” issues that
smart cities face with AI:
1. Unemployment
2. Income equality
3. Privacy
4. Algorithmic bias 5. Access
6. Machine Ethics
7. Weaponization
8. Humanity
9. Genome editing
10. Bad AI
Vander Ark concludes: “Smart cities are beginning to
host community conversations about these issues and
developing agreements that promote access and equity.”

B. Augmented Reality (AR) / Virtual Reality (VR)
At the Computer Electronics Show CES 2018, Susan
Kostbar explored the topic of “Smart Cities, IoT, and
Augmented and Virtual Reality Explored at CES”, (Kostbar,
2018), as Kostbar notes, “According to Steven Kan,
Google’s global AR/VR strategy leader, AR/VR is the next
evolution platform after mobile.” At CES 2018 there was
an informative panel discussion with representatives of
IBM Watson Labs, Google, Intel, and DAQRI, moderated
by Allen Cook, head of digital strategy at Deloitte. The
consensus from the experts was that 2017 saw the birth
of commercially viable AR/VR, and there is a dramatic
increase in both product development as well as research
in the area.
What AR/VR means for smart cities is still being
developed, but several smart city case studies including
Washington DC have pilots ongoing involving this new
innovative and game changing technology.

C. Big Data
Chicago is building a permanent infrastructure of Big
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Data, and touted by Datafloq as the first major US city
to do so. (van Rijmenam, 2017). “They are installing
hundreds of environmental sensors that will measure
temperature, humidity, light, sound and cellphone
signals. All this data will enable Chicago to become a
safer and cleaner city. The sensors will be placed on top of
lampposts along Chicago’s Michigan Avenue.”
The sensors and data will help improve Chicago in the
following ways (as just a beginning URHg):
•	Traffic Management
•	Maintenance Management
•	Smart Grids

D. Block Chain
Author Ben Algaze writes in “A Blockchain-Based
Approach to Smart Cities” (Algaze, 2018) and his
observations at SXSW 2018. Digital Town is a company
that says it is building the “world’s largest smart city
network and utilizes blockchain technology as the
foundation for smart city services.
One area that Cartwright delved into was the issue of
secure digital identity. As he correctly pointed out, the
internet was developed without any sense of a provable
personal identity. Identity on the internet today may
be something that reasonably identifies you, such as a
Facebook ID, or a Google, Microsoft ID, or Apple ID.
In reality, despite Facebook’s efforts at getting you to
provide enough personal information that identifies you,
as many as 2-3 percent of the social network’s profiles
may be fake. There is really nothing in terms of a digital
ID on the internet that is portable and usable across a
wide variety of sites and services. Digital Town has the
goal of utilizing blockchain to “give power back to the
people” via a smart city distributed platform. One of the
key traits of this new paradigm is to provide an alternative
to what Digital Town calls the “extraction economy”
whereby new paradigm services such as Uber or Airbnb
perform a service but send the profits outside of the
community. Google for search and Venmo for payment
services also provide a service but the profits leave the
community that they service.
“The premise is that communities (towns, cities, and so
on) can control their own destinies and promote local
commerce – as well as keep more of the economic value
they generate. To enable this, Digital Town offers services
like Smart Search, Smart Wallet, and Smart Web, so that
communities can essentially make their own markets and
economies for goods and services, without the fees from
the multinational internet services. In essence, Digital
Town wants to provide a platform for cities to be their
own local Google, Expedia, Amazon, Airbnb, et al, for
their citizens.”
This new form of local control would be enabled by
blockchain technology, which has at its core peer-to-peer
transactions, identity, and secure payment and smart
contracts.
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E. Building Information Modeling (BIM)
Building information modeling (BIM) is a term
traditionally applied to individual specific buildings.
Author Shimonti Paul in his blog “BIM for Smart Cities –
Why is it a necessity?” (Paul, 2018) talks about BIM as a
critical form of collaboration in the planning, design and
implementation of smart cities. Even ongoing operations
and maintenance are possibilities for smart cities utilizing
BIM.
Traditional forms of documentation are often twodimensional and the handover of information from
one entity to another results in the loss of information.
BIM when it is planned correctly and executed well
overcomes these losses of data and embraces the concept
of integration for smart city planning.
Paul concludes: “In the age of IoT and Big Data, taking
BIM to city planning and management only seems to be
the logical next step. Once adopted, opportunities in BIM
are limitless”

F. City Information Modeling (CIM)
Lachmi Khemlani, the founder and editor of AECbytes,
has written an extensive analysis of a new genre of
software that is directly relevant to smart cities: City
Information Model (CIM) software. In Khemlani’s
September 22, 2016 article in AECbytes, she coined the
term “city information modeling” and it is certainly
appropriate for 3D modeling that takes intelligent
rendering to the next level beyond buildings: the city.
Ultimately the goal of CIM is to be utilized in the
modeling of a smart city. In addition to the planning,
design and construction of a smart city using CIM,
similar to that of BIM and buildings, the next level of
sophistication is in analysis and simulation. City-wide
simulations of any number of urban systems could be
utilized to optimize traffic, energy, response to natural
disasters, crime, and just making the smart city a more
vibrant place to live, work and play.
But it is important, as Khemlani notes, to separate the
concept of CIM from the idea of “smart cities. We have
discussed numerous aspects of the smart city elsewhere
in this course and have noted the numerous “smart city”
conferences that are happening all over the world. With
all of this explosion of activity, it is good to take a step
back and look at CIM as something a bit more practical
and to some extent less mature.
One key aspect of smart cities, the “people” and
“governance” and “process improvement” side, is a totally
different dimension from the technical and computerized
underpinning that CIM is intended to accomplish. CIM
has enough of a challenge in truly modeling a city in
sufficient resolution for analytic and simulation purposes,
and beyond that as a “digital twin” where sensors and
actuators and scenarios can model in real time the life and
pulse of an urban environment and ecosystem.
Some of the major technology vendors are beginning
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to address the CIM space. Autodesk, for example,
has InfraWorks which is an intelligent modeling tool
intended for infrastructure design. Autodesk actually
provided InfraWorks to the participants in the US DOT
Smart City Challenge, including the finalists and winner.
And InfraWorks has also helped in Washington DC’s
SmarterDC program to develop and deploy a sustainable
city strategy.
Bentley has combined several of their software tools into a
“3D Cities Solution” and has had success with wide scale
modeling of smart cities in Montreal, Helsinki, London,
and the city of Singapore.
Other technology firms have begun from scratch to
develop new CIM tools, and many begin with GIS as a
foundation and international standards such as CityGML.
One product is called virtualcitySYSTEMS that helps
manage various 3D models, and CityZenith’s 5D Smart
City (explained in detail elsewhere in this course).
Some vendors are looking to do full 3D models,
integration, and connection to Internet of Thing
devices and sensors, and others are purely visualization
tools. SmarterBetterCities is based in Switzerland, and
CloudCities are two additional ones, as well as CyberCity
3D.
Khemlani concludes here article on an very positive
note about the possibilities that CIM has for the built
environment. And she poses the question with respect
to the increase in processing power and improved
cloud computing capabilities, whether entire regions or
countries, beyond smart cities, can be modeled, simulated
and analyzed with CIM.

G. Cybersecurity
Gil Press writes in Forbes about “6 Ways To Make Smart
Cities Future-Proof Cybersecurity Cities” (Press, 2018).
Press was attending a conference in Tel- Aviv (Muni-2018)
where Israel noted in a keynote address that “the country
represents 10% of the global investment in cybersecurity.
And it shares its expertise with others, including alerting
30 countries to pending cyber or terrorist attacks,” Cohen
said. Other speakers followed with emphasis that for a
smart city to develop and grow, focus on cybersecurity
was an essential prerequistive.
While IoT and integrated services across multiple and
mobile platforms is the hallmark of a smart city, the
conference presenters emphasized that “smart cities
must adjust and adapt to the requirements of the new
cybersecurity landscape, characterized by:
•	Expansion of the attack surface
•	A wider range of attacker motivations
•	Increased consumer concern
•	Not enough people
•	Insisting on first time to everything (agile is not
agile enough!)
Emphasizing the urgency of organizing efforts for
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cybersecurity , speakers quoted President Eisenhower,
“plans are nothing; planning is everything.”

H. Digital Twin
“Digital Twins for Smart(er) Cities” is a presentation
by HeroEngineWorld CEO Alex Shalash on January
18 at TechConnex (HeroEngineWorld, 2018). One of
the key takeaways in Shalash’s presentation was the
observation of many smart city projects officials that
“the main challenge they are facing is the lack of a
unifying platform, a so called “CityBrain”, to visualize
and transform the collected data to provide actionable
intelligence to improve the functioning of their cities.”
Shalash explains what he believes the core and focus of
smart city projects, the intersection of simulation, 3D
(BIM and geospatial), AI, and Big Data. The “HeroEngine”
platform is meant to help “unify” this data and make it
both visually understandable and actionable, because it,
in fact, creates a virtual “digital twin” of the city and its
components. So computerized simulations run in real
time alongside the real world, and scenarios and mistakes
can easily be made in the computer before they are made
in the real world.
Alain Clapaud in Atelier Bnpparibas writes about “Why
Cities All Want a Digital Double” (Clapaud, 2018). He
begins “Virtual doubles, known as ‘digital twins’, have
proved very useful in industry – enabling simulations of
the assembly of an Airbus, an automobile production line
or the operations of an oil platform. Local authorities
pursuing Smart City strategies are now also getting
interested in this approach.” Clapaud says that we are
realizing the fruition of many significant advances in
technology, include 3D mapping, google street view data,
and satellite and photogrammetry imagery. The digital
twin has caught the attention of many planners and
governance bodies exploring smart cities.
Clapaud’s major points in the article include:
•	Emulating Google, cities now want their own 3D
model
•	Digital twin: big brother to the Building Information
Model (BIM)
•	Managing a city as you would the life-cycle of a
manufactured product
•	A channel for digital simulation
•	Digital twin becoming a common benchmark for
the IoT
Clapaud concludes: “Notwithstanding the growing
number of Smart City projects in operation, city data
seems to be increasingly stored in silos, each with its own
technical providers, its own sensors and its own databases.
Going forward, the digital twin approach seems to be the
right way to bring all the information together in the
same place and generate innovative solutions through
data aggregation. The Smart City of tomorrow will surely
not be able to do without its – virtual – double.”
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I. GeoSpatial

J. Internet of Things (IoT)

Geospatial or Geospatial Information Systems (GIS) is
a critical technology that supports the planning and
development of smart cities (Deogawanka, How GIS Supports
the Planning and Development of Smart Cities, 2016).

The Internet of Things (IoT) has enormous potential
as highlighted by the April 2018 Motely Fool article
(Neiger, 2018). Defining the Internet of Things (IoT) can
be simplified down to the connection of everyday things
-- like homes, industrial equipment, watches, etc. -- to
the internet, for the purpose of collecting data, tracking
usage, and automating systems. Although some observers
may be skeptical about the usefulness of IoT, they do have
enormous potential as well as challenges for vehicles,
cities, buildings and all aspects of smart cities.

The various stages of smart city planning and
development (Figure 13) include:
•	Spatial Planning
•	GIS-ICT (geospatial and information computer
technologies)
•	Collecting
•	Processing
•	Communicating
•	Analysis
•	Data-driven decision making
Ultimately “GIS unlocks the value of a digitized urban
ecosystem” as illustrated by Figure 14:

They also have enormous potential for revenue for
companies that capitalize on this game changing
innovative technology.
Key points are that “smart-city technologies -- which
include connected parking meters, air-quality sensors,
smart streetlights, etc. -- are beginning to gain traction
around the world and could create a $2 trillion market by
2025, according to research by Frost & Sullivan.” IoT has
already made $billions for Amazon alone.
And the world of vehicles has enormous potential,
with “connected vehicles that will create up to $750
billion over the next decade. Internet-enabled vehicles
have been around for years and are becoming more
prevalent. Between now and 2022, an estimated 125
million connected passenger cars will be shipped
worldwide, according to Counterpoint Research. All of
this connectivity has enormous potential to create new
businesses that automakers, companies, and insurance
companies haven’t tapped into yet.”

Figure 13 GIS Platform as Hub to Smart City
Applications (Image: Deogawanka )

Author Richard Meyers notes that “Cities around the
world are getting “smarter” everyday through the
implementation of Internet of Things (IoT) devices.”
(Meyers, 2017). He adds, “In practical terms, this means
that cities are using low- cost sensors and WiFi-enabled
smart devices to “talk” to people and cities.
These IoT devices provide local leaders with real-time
data about community needs, and city managers use this
information to create transformational solutions to make
crowded cities more manageable and more affordable for
everyone.”

Figure 14 How GIS unlocks the value of a digitized
urban ecosystem
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Meyers also includes a good list of applications where IoT
is being utilized for smart cities:
•	Street and traffic lights
•	Transportation
•	Parking
•	Infrastructure and maintenance
•	Waste management (including waste water)
•	Air quality
•	Crime
•	Architecture
•	Energy usage and distribution
•	Traffic flow
•	Pedestrian and bicycle needs
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Meyers concludes: “The data alone will benefit nobody
without a seamless system to analyze and aggregate the
vast amount of information. An efficient messaging

system will help cities take advantage of the new
technology, and improve city life for residents and
businesses while reducing costs for everyone involved.”

Figure 15 How the Internet of Things is Making Cities Smarter. (Image: Meyers)
Author Michael Miller writing in “The Internet of
Things” (Miller, 2015) explains that IoT has a lot to offer
municipalities of all sizes. Since data has potential to
come from smart devices of all types and sizes, the smart
city governing bodies that can capitalize on their use can
also make government more transparent and responsive
to citizenry.
Key components of the smart city are:
•	Smart Infrastructure
•	Smart Communication and Emergency Management
•	Smart Roads and Traffic Management
•	Smart Public Lighting
•	Smart Utilities, and
•	Smart Grid

K. Mobile Devices and APPs
Mobile computing and Mobile APPs are exploding in
number and popularity in support of smart cities. For
example, Jackie Snow writes in “8 city mobile apps
driving citizen engagement” (Snow, 2017) that “Many
major cities have leveraged smartphones to communicate
about everything from pets to potholes.” A key data point
that illustrates the current usage and smart city potential
is that 80% of the U.S. population owns a smart phone.
Many cities utilize the “311” notification to permit apps
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to report various urban infrastructure problems such as
abandoned cars, potholes, and illegal dumping. In smart
cities, smart mobile devices can also bridge both the
economic divide and accessibility divide where disabled
individuals are much more likely to be able to utilize
these devices to report problems about their city.
Author Snow goes on to list numerous smart city mobile
apps:
New York:
Seattle:
Boston:
Pittsburgh:
Columbus:
San Francisco:
Calgary:
Atlanta:

DSNY Info
Find It, Fix It
BOS:311
GO MOBILE PGH
MYCOLUMBUS
SFBeaches
City of Calgary Pets
Cycle Atlanta

SmartAPPCity bills itself as the “First App in Spain that
brings together all city services: immediate information
with tourist interest, which promotes the commercial
sector and generates value to citizens.”
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(Action Clusters 2018)
GCTC has a series of “action clusters” that combine in
many cases several cities collaborating with private second
consultants and technology firms on specific urban
problems. The extent of the action clusters announced
several years ago continue to drive innovation and are
summarized in the following table:
2016 - 94 action clusters
2017 - 100
Figure 16 “The App of the Smart Cities” (Image:
SmartAppCity)
And Amanda Gray writes about the “Role of Mobile Tech
in the Development of Smart Cities” (Gray, 2018). Gray
explains the various distinctions in mobile technology,
including mobile telephony, networked IT, monitoring
and sensing along with security, all enabled via mobile
technology. Leveraging the mobile technologies through
enhancement of network infrastructure is an essential
component of a smart city.

L. Sensors and the Sensor Web
Sensors and the Sensor Web, combined with GIS, play
a key role in Smart Cities, according to Mark Reichardt,
CEO of the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC)
(Reichardt, 2015). “their importance will increase with the
growth in the number of sensors that are connected to
the Internet. Smoke detectors, weather data, traffic radar,
surveillance cameras, gunshot detectors, and mechanical
strain gauges on bridge structures are examples of
sensors that make cities safer by supporting disaster and
emergency prevention, response and management. Air,
water and radiation pollution monitors, hospital asset
location and patient monitoring systems, and ‘healthy
building’ sensors help us maintain health.”
Apps using smartphones’ accelerometers and GPS can give
cities the locations of street potholes, and systems using
traffic counters can help distribute traffic for efficient
transportation. The improved granularity of this data
is partly a result of the growing number and improved
resolution of satellite-borne remote sensors and partly
a result of the increasingly dense spatial distribution of
sensors on or near the earth’s surface.
The convergence of sensor webs, GIS and geospatial
technologies is a trend that is on track to become
increasingly obvious and important in the near future.”

VI. SMART CITY CASE STUDIES
The case studies of various smart city initiatives are at the
heart of understanding where the smart city initiatives
are today and where they are headed. One of the most
dynamic of the smart city programs is the Global Cities
Team Challenge (GCTC), developed and promoted by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
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2018 - 34
Other smart city case studies described below in some
cases are just snapshots of works in progress, and not
necessarily a comprehensive picture of the immense
amount happening today world wide.

A. Baltimore, MD USA
Baltimore is leading an action cluster entitled, “Smart
Waste Management & Logistics”, with the intention to
deploy solar waste compacting bins, which also include
sensors for fill levels and tracking /beacon technology.
There will also be a management function to utilize
the data resource with a platform for both monitoring
and analysis. All of this is meant to be real time data,
including route optimization for waste transportation
(GCTC Wiki: Smart Waste Management & Logistics: Ecube
Labs, 2018).

B. Chicago IL USA
Data is what the Chicago Smart City approach has
been. (Rosencrance, 2017) Chicago has a treasure trove
of data itself (over 600 data sets) and is committed to
making that data available by use of an open data portal.
The smart city revolution in Chicago is driven by an
organization called UI Labs (meaning urban innovation).
The organization is a public-private partnership that
“uses Chicago as a testbed for new, massive, smart city
data-driven infrastructure improvements that enhance
residents’ quality of life and city efficiency.”
The open data portal was designed to be user friendly and
permits citizens to download data, create analytics and
geospatial mapping, and perform calculations on data sets
that often are updated daily or more often.
Predictive analytics is one of the key capabilities for the
open data initiative, which can be used to address many
of the city’s ills, including rodents, restaurant inspections,
pollution and even elevator inspections.
Sensors are what many cities are using to make them
“smart, “and in Chicago’s case they are being utilized to
address storm water management and periodic (and more
frequent) flooding in low lying urban areas.
Sustainability is also a key smart city catch word and, in
the case of Chicago, Microsoft is partnering with city,
local universities, and a Boston startup named OptiRTC
Inc to establish networks for such innovations as rain
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gardens and pavements and sidewalks that are permeable.
IoT platforms are also a smart city buzzword but in the
case of Chicago, when you take on a project at large
urban scale, for example a smart lighting platform,
then installing LED lights in 270,000 devices and then
connecting them has enormous potential for intelligent
savings as well as improvements in public safety and
quality of life.
A second IoT platform is being developed in collaboration
with the University of Chicago, Argonne National
Laboratory and the city and is called “an array of things”
smart city platform. In this case it is more of a research
platform than an operational one. Environmental
conditions, traffic patterns, and infrastructure issues are
integrated in the platform and affords researchers and
scientists all over the world to participate in improving
Chicago as a smart city.
But there are concrete benefits from the “array of things”
(AoT) platform initiative. (Thornton, 2018)Chicago
has a rails-to-trails project that stretches 4.2 miles and
incorporated into that bicycle/pedestrian pathway are
sensor boxes mounted on light posts which collect
data on the environment as well as urban activity. As
noted, “While sensors are not uncommon to cities, AoT
is the first project of this scale and level of specificity.
AoT’s sensor boxes – or nodes – consist of protective
shields with up to 15 sensors, a computer, two cameras,
a microphone, and even a cooling fan. When fully
implemented, AoT will consist of 500 of those sensor
boxes across the city.”
The AoT initiative was initially supported internally by $1
million and became much more viable after it received a
$3.1 million grant from the National Science Foundation
in 2015. The profound impact of the AoT initiative is
summarized: “So how does AoT’s data translate into
action? For local government, data generated by the
Array of Things’ sensors will help make both short-term
operations and long-term planning more efficient. AoT
will also be able to effectively realize cost savings by
anticipating floods, traffic safety incidents, and other
challenges. For example, Chicago’s current monitoring
of its temperature data is based on just three sensors
across the city. With temperature data becoming available
at hyper-local levels, the city could vastly improve its
understanding of micro-level weather patterns and, as
a result, better estimate where to apply salt before snow
storms.”

C. Cleveland OH USA
The Cleveland Ohio Water Alliance is leading a GCTC
action cluster with a focus on urban water issues. “The
goal of this action cluster is to provide innovative
solutions for managing drinking water, wastewater,
stormwater and source water resources efficiently and
effectively.” Cleveland is working on balancing its energy
usage related to water supply with the need to maintain
water quality and quantity. So the Cleveland Water
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Alliance is employing a wide array of distributed sensors
throughout the water supply, with cloud-based analytics
and Big Data tools to optimize the energy usage, water
volume and water quality. The IoT sensors both monitor
and control aspects of the water supply. There is a role
for existing SCADA sensors in the current system to work
alongside new internet-based sensors for a complete
situational view. (GCTC Wiki: Smart Water Technologies,
2018)

D. Columbus OH USA
Columbus won a $50 million Smart City Challenge grant
and is beginning to outline some of the tangible goals and
benefits it will receive and achieve with that grant: “Smart
Columbus” is the tag line for the program that will focus
on traffic corridors in a particular neighborhood, with
the goal of improving traffic signaling, traffic flow, public
transit and emergency vehicles, and pedestrian safety.
(Molone, 2018)

E. Dunedin, New Zealand
The City of Dunedin, New Zealand is working on a GCTC
action cluster with the focus on Flood Abatement for
Smart Cities. The problem is one that applies to many big
cities globally: A major flood event every year that causes
large amounts of residential and commercial damage. One
of the factors is blocked storm drains, as well as clogged
manholes. The key to solving these city-wide and systemwide problems is the “Installation of Ultra Sonic water
level sensors in the manholes and water inlets and using
these sensors to monitor water levels and report results
to the City of Dunedin operation center via wireless
connectivity. The Dashboard provides information about
these water levels which then are utilized with rain
prediction to enable early warning and advanced flood
prediction. (GCTC Wiki: Flood Abatement)

F. Galway City, Ireland
Galway is leading a GCTC action cluster with the title
of “Galway Smart City: Light Pollution, Air Quality and
Noise Monitoring Smart System - IoT Based”. Galway has
a wide array of smart city initiatives involving bin recycling (they achieved higher levels of recycling than ever
before seen in Ireland.). There is a significant movement
in the city to reduce energy consumption and optimize
sustainability standards. Along with transport (both
vehicular and pedestrian), they also adopted a “slow the
flow” program to reduce the amount of drinking water
wasted. ” (GCTC Wiki: Galway Smart City, 2018)

G. Goyang City, South Korea
See also Baltimore MD and GCTC Action Cluster: Smart
Waste Management & Logistics

H. Herndon, VA, USA
The city of Herndon, VA in 2018 is beginning a smart city
pilot. It describes this pilot and its various components
(Woolsey, 2018). In collaboration with a company called
Vivacity DC, Inc., the Herndon Town Council agreed to
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begin a pilot program involving LED lights, free Wi-Fi
and sensor equipment with the purpose of gathering data
about pedestrian and bicycle activity. Similar to other
cities, the pilot involves both upgrading existing street
lights as well as installing LED smart poles. The public
Wifi program will be in conjunction with installation
of “Internet of Things” sensors through downtown
Herndon. The program will also involve monitor bicycle
and pedestrian traffic on a rail to trails path through
Herndon called the W&OD. The pilot program is
scheduled to start on Dec. 31 of this year, and it will last
through Dec. 31, 2020.

I. Istanbul, Turkey
Istanbul has had several smart city initiatives and
one notable program is an app named “citymapper”
which helps optimize transit and improved navigation
for citizens. (Bryant, 2015) Istanbul has 15 million
residents and 12.5 million visitors and one of the
goals of the program is to increase the attractiveness
of public transportation to meet the passenger’s needs
for transportation and make it more efficient, more
environmentally sustainable, and safer.
Istanbul has significant innovations in terms to
connecting vehicles to each other and to infrastructure.
(Smart Cities project to increase the life quality of 15
million Istanbulites, 2017) Vehicles are processed in real
time and “traffic is managed with 2,159 remote control
and intelligent signaling systems, which are installed in
different points of Istanbul, traffic is instantly monitored
with 486 radar sensors (Traffic Measurement System), 413
Bluetooth sensors (Travel Time Calculation Sensors) and
close to 1,000 traffic cameras.”

J. Kansas City MO USA
Kansas City (KCMO) has developed a GCTC action cluster
entitled: “Illuminating Smart Cities: Kansas City Runs on
IoT Platform” . The action cluster description has bold
goals to “make Kansas City the largest smart city network
in North America.”. Using IoT technology to improve
traffic flow, parking spot location and expanding public
WiFi in certain areas of the urban environment. One
of the hallmarks of the Kansas City pilot is to focus on
security and privacy in the smart city program. Utilizing a
program called Sensity (now Verizon), they will minimize
the amount of data transmitted by devices to the cloud
and rather process them on the device itself.
More detailed information on this action cluster,
including technologies being deployed and industry
partners, is on the GCTC wiki (Illuminating Smart Cities:
Kansas City Runs on IoT Platform).

K. Kirkwood MO USA
In collaboration with St. Louis MO, Kirkwood is working
on a GCTC action cluster to focus on the “first/last mile
solution to increase use of public transportation.” This is
both a transportation solution as well as a sustainable /
environmental solution. Kirkwood plans to utilize “urban
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circulators” that make use of “low speed electric vehicles”
to get to areas of the city that are considered “deserts.”
The concept is that by utilizing the circulators that are
efficient and available, more people will have access to
urban amenities and will also reduce CO2 emissions..
(GCTC Wiki: Urban Circulators Utilizing Low Speed
Electric Vehicles)

L. Los Angeles CA USA
See also Baltimore MD and GCTC Action Cluster: Smart
Waste Management & Logistics
Los Angeles is part of a GCTC action cluster meant to
breakdown information technology silos by means of
an “I3 Consortium”. “The I3 project is creating a tool
that will allow device owners to directly manage how
the data streams from their IOT devices are delivered to
applications. Opensource Project includes support for
privacy, trust, and incentive management. Communities
are currently approaching smart cities deployments as
a series of siloed structures. It is difficult to turn silos
into networks which allow data to be leveraged between
known and future applications and devices. I3 breaks
down these silos so data streams can be managed over
time as devices, applications, and services evolve over
time.” (GCTC Wiki: I3 Consortium)

M. Melbourne, Australia
See also Baltimore MD and GCTC Action Cluster: Smart
Waste Management & Logistics.

N. Mexico City, Mexico
Mexico City is leading a GCTC action cluster entitled,
“Protecting user Data in the Smart City scenario: the
case of the NGSI Encryption Layer,” The problem that
Mexico City is addressing is “protecting user’s details
(GPS position, health details/information) while at the
same time being able to use it within the scope of an
application. The solution that Mexico City is proposing is
to create an encryption layer that is essentially controlled
by the user. (GCTC Wiki: Protecting user Data in the
Smart City scenario, 2018)

O. Orange County, CA USA
See San Mateo County, CA and the GCTC Action Cluster:
Cybersecurity Risk Assessment and Mitigation

P. Rohnert Park CA USA
In conjunction with Santa Rosa and Sonoma County CA,
Rohnert Park is leading a GCTC action cluster entitled
“Advanced Flood Warning and Environmental Awareness
System for the City of Rohnert Park (AFWEAR) – IoT
Based”. The description is focused : “AFWEAR is a realtime network of environmental sensors, including rain
and precipitation sensors that will be located throughout
the city of Rohnert Park, a city at the base of Sonoma
Mountain in Sonoma County, CA, located 50 miles north
of San Francisco with population of 40,000.“
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The purpose of the system will be to improve the city’s
response to flooding by means of sensors and rainfall
observations.
(GCTC Wiki: City of Rohnert Park AFWEAR, 2018)

Q. Sacramento Area Council of Govts (SACOG) CA
See San Jose CA.

R. San Diego CA USA
San Diego has developed a program to enable 3,000
streetlights to make their city “one of America’s smartest
cities”. (Quain, 2018) Author John Quain suggests that
San Diego is one of the most acclaimed of the smart cities
in the U.S, and received a 2018 Smart 50 Award. That
award was for the worlds largest IoT network of sensors on
city streetlights, accomplished in collaboration with GE,
AT&T, and Qualcomm.
It was also featured in a 2015 National Geographic
documentary about smart cities One of its acclaimed
achievements, in collaboration with General Electric, as
to 3,000 street lights that included wireless connectors.
These wireless connections permitted the city to remotely
monitor and control the street lights. With that success,
San Diego is also pursuing the installation of thousands
more street lights with monitors for parking spots,
detecting and notifying about criminal activity, and
checking on air quality.
In addition to the monitoring capabilities, the city
anticipates that these street light upgrades will save San
Diego tax payers over $ 4 million per year.

S. San Jose CA USA
See also San Mateo County, CA and the GCTC Action
Cluster: Cybersecurity Risk Assessment and Mitigation
San Jose is collaborating with the Sacramento CA Area
Council of Govts (SACOG) in a GCTC action cluster
and partnering with the Stanford Global Projects Center
to deploy a “web-based platform to quickly test new
technologies for cities.” The title of the platform is “Urban
Leap” and it empowers cities to test new technologies in
an easy and actionable way. The platform can manage and
track pilot projects and save staff time by streamlining
processes and encouraging interdepartmental
collaboration and communication (GCTC Wiki: WebBased Platform to Quickly Test New Technologies for
Cities)

T. San Leandro, CA USA
San Leandro is leading a GCTC action cluster entitled
“Implementation of Moving Target Data Protection to
secure Smart Lights and Sensors.” This initiative is rather
technical in nature, but is meant to improve data security
and privacy. As stated, “Cities are under increasing attack
due to ransomware and other threat actors. CryptoMove’s
proposed solution renders common attacks intractable as
it removes contextual cues while increasing obfuscation
via various distributed computation techniques” (GCTC:
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Moving Target Data Protection to secure Smart Lights and
Sensors, 2018)

U. San Mateo County, CA USA
San Mateo along with Orange County and San Jose are
leading a GCTC Action Cluster entitled, “Cybersecurity
Risk Assessment and Mitigation. “ This effort is meant to
develop near real-time assessment of cyber risks for smart
cities.
(GCTC: Cybersecurity Risk Assessment and Mitigation,
2018)

V. Santa Rosa CA USA
See City of Rohnert Park CA Action Cluster: Advanced
Flood Warning and Environmental Awareness System for
the City of Rohnert Park (AFWEAR) – IoT Based

W. Shanghai, China
See also Baltimore MD and GCTC Action Cluster: Smart
Waste Management & Logistics

X. Shirahama Town, Wakayama Prefecture, Japan
Shirahama in Japan is leading a GCTC action cluster
entitled, “NerveNet: Regional Resilient IoT Platform
for Smart Cities and Towns.” With significant risk for
earthquakes and tsunamis, this city was looking to
develop a means of better detection and notification to its
citizenry.
The pilot system was installed in May 2015 and has
been operated since then. Since nearly six thousand
tourists and residents have used the network for one year
after the installation, the town office recognized it to
be necessary and allocated the budget to maintain and
expand it to their office for SMEs to invite new companies
from outside in 2016. (GCTC Wiki: NerveNet: Regional
Resilient IoT Platform, 2018)

Y. Singapore
Singapore is part of a GCTC smart cluster that is focused
on “a sustainable federated public Wi-Fi solution across
Singapore. The goal is to deploy a wifi solution that is
easy to use, incorporates secure authenticated access and
is a result of jointly developed best practices with other
cities, industry players, and the academia. The goal is also
to promote a coordinated public Wi-Fi deployment, to
address signal interference issues, as well as standardize
user experience and security.”
This supercluster is in the broader domain of Wireless and
also has a goal to “develop a set of best practices so as to
standardized user experience globally.” More information
is available in the NIST GCTC wiki (Global City Teams
Challenge Wiki)
Singapore is also part of another action cluster
entitled “The Inclusive Smart City: Tech to Tackle Jobs
Displacements in a Digital Economy.” The initiative
includes an AI-augmented skills-based jobs placement
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program developed by the Singapore infocomm
Technology Federation (SiTF) to help mature and
displaced workers transition effectively into the tech
sector. The program will be a combination of AI tools
and high-touch engagements to drive outcomes.” More
detailed information also available: (The Inclusive Smart
City).
In addition to the Inclusive Smart City Initiative is a
broader Smart Nation Singapore (Smart Nation Singapore,
2018) that provides a portal that is meant to encourage
“harnessing the power of networks, data and info-comm
technologies, we seek to improve living, create economic
opportunity and build a closer community.” The
numerous APPS included in this portal provide a broad
range of services to Singapore citizens (go to https://www.
smartnation.sg to try out many of them!):
•	Beeline
•	Customs@SG
•	eAppt@ICA
•	HealthHub
•	Healthy 365
•	Moments of Life (Families)
•	myENV
•	MyResponder
•	MyTransport.SG
•	NLB Mobile
•	OneHMap
•	OneService
•	Parking.SG
•	Police@SG
•	SGBioAtlas
•	SGSecure
•	SingStat Mobile App

Z. Sonoma County Board of Supervisors CA USA
See City of Rohnert Park, CA Action Cluster: Advanced
Flood Warning and Environmental Awareness System for
the City of Rohnert Park (AFWEAR) – IoT Based

AA. St Louis MO USA
See also University City MO and Action Cluster: World
Digital School:

BB. Suwon-City, South Korea
Suwon-City in South Korea is leading a GCTC action
cluster entitled, “IoT & AI based Smart Energy
Management System for Smart City.” This initiative
involves developing and deploying a platform for
optimizing the management of buildings using a 3D
urban map as well as 3D spatial modeling. The goal is
to utilize machine learning and AI to quickly measure
buildings for their performance in terms of energy
consumption and conservation
(GCTC Wiki: IoT & AI based Smart Energy Management
System for Smart City)
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CC. Toronto Canada
Google and its innovation hub Sidewalk Labs have set
their sights on Toronto as a prototype of a smart and
futuristic city. The project is called Sidewalk Toronto
and is meant to be a model for the future of smart cities.
(Ryan, 2017). Google originally created Sidewalk Labs
in 2015, but then spun it out as a stand alone entity.
Dan Doctoroff is Sidewalk Labs CEO, and previously the
deputy mayor of New York City.
Some of the concrete goals of Sidewalk Toronto are similar
to other smart cities we’ve discussed: smart trash systems,
wifi throughout the city, sustainable goals and self driving
cars. Also greenhouse gas emissions could be reduced by
two-thirds and each resident could save an hour a day in
commuting time. Both are specific goals for a smart city.
In addition to the transportation and sustainability goals,
Sidewalk Toronto wants to become a global hub for urban
innovation. Part of the impetus for this global hub will be
the move by Google to move its Canadian headquarters
to the Eastern Waterfront where the hub is being created.
The lofty goals include people-centered street layouts, a
range of transportation options (not just the automobile)
and a community that encourages innovation at all levels
throughout all ages and all aspects of urban life.

DD. University City MO USA
In conjunction with St. Louis, University City is leading a
GCTC action cluster entitled “World Digital School”. The
goal is both broad and bold for this action cluster:
“The World Digital School is a design based on social
impact. It is the future of school as it has a mission
based in compassionate change and positive societal
disruption. The school believes that all communities and
neighborhoods find safety and security in spaces that are
more just.
To allow for this reality, the World Digital School is
a model for scalable educational future that believes
that all students should study and experience learning
through the lens of social, economic, and environmental
justice. To do this, students will be tasked with realworld experiences supported by staff and partners that
prepare students to be leaders, advocates, tech and social
entrepreneurs.
Combining the models of the Ashoka Changemaker
schools with the networked communities envisioned
by the Gates Foundation along with the local prototype
of the Iowa Big School, the World Digital School allows
students through projects, capstone experiences, and
internships to use their problem solving and creativity to
build a new community readiness.
•	Work with the University City Schools to select a
school site.
•	Create vision, mission, requirements, SOW and
project plan.
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•	Hold community and Playbook workshops to
engage and educate the community.
•	The development will include a school building,
library, mixed use, short and long-term living
spaces.
•	Work with the community, developers and
architects to confirm the best school design and
features.
The World Digital School has enormous potential for
smart cities of the future
(GCTC Wiki: World Digital School)

EE. Washington DC USA
A smarterDC has the following “Guiding Principles for a
More Capable, Inclusive, and Smarter DC”:
•	Resilient
•	Sustainable
•	Equitable & Citzen Focused
•	Transparent and Collaborate
The smarterDC initiative enabled Washington DC to be
“appointed as the Lead City for the NIST SuperCluster
for Emergency Preparedness, Disaster Recovery, and
Resilience. DC was also appointed as the Lead City for the
NIST SuperCluster for Emergency Preparedness, Disaster
Recovery, and Resilience.
Smarter DC has a broad range of initiatives that
encompass every aspect of urban life. There is downtown
Business Improvement District waste tracking project
that intends to use data analytics to improve waste
management.
Because of the nature of DC as a global city with many
public and large scale events, part of the smart city
effort went into creating a large scale and special events
permitting portal to foster collaboration and improve
communication.
Smart Ecodistrict is another initiative that will bring
a federal enclave behind L’Enfant Plaza and make it
a vibrant, livable and sustainable neighborhood. In
addition, urban living labs has leveraged a wide range of
sensors to improve environmental data and performance.
And a customer open data initiative intends to make
publicly available as much of the cities data resources as
possible, within the constraints of privacy and security.

VII. M
 AKING YOUR OWN SMART
CITY EXECUTION PLAN
A. BIM Execution Planning as a role model
Penn State University Computer Integrated Construction
Program, in conjunction with the Pankow Foundation,
in 2007 began work on BIM Execution Planning as a key
factor in success of BIM on projects.
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Figure 17 BIM Project Execution Guide and
Planning Guide for Facility Owners (Image: CIC
Website)
As described on the CIC website (BIM Execution Planning,
2018)
“In 2011, the Charles Pankow Foundation, along with
others, awarded the CIC research program a grant to
begin the development of an Owner’s Guide to Building
Information Modeling. During the research and creation
of the very successful BIM Project Execution Planning
Guide, the group determined there was a need to develop
a guide for facility owners and operators that includes
a procedure to develop a strategy for integrating BIM
throughout their organization. This guide, developed
primarily for facility owners, will focus on the decisions
required to define their organization’s standard BIM
processes and practices; design information integration
strategies; and identify appropriate BIM contracting
strategies.
The goal of the website is to be a hub for the Project
BIM Execution, Owner BIM Execution Planning Guides
and BIM use definitions. Please take some time to
review our research and we welcome your feedback. “
So what is a BIM Execution Planning Guide and how
might it apply to our Smart Cities As the CIC continues to
describe it:
This Guide provides a structured procedure for creating
a BIM Project Execution Plan. The four steps within the
procedure include:
1. 	Defining high value BIM uses during project
planning, design, construction and operational
phases
2. 	Using process maps to design BIM execution
3. 	Defining the BIM deliverables in the form of
information exchanges
4. 	Developing a detailed plan to support the execution
process
So those documents provide a thorough and tested
approach to incorporating new technologies (in this case
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BIM) on both projects as well as within a firm.
So the Smart Cities Execution Plan would involve similar
steps to the BIM Guide above:
5. 	Team Building: Either with a project team or within
a firm, gather stakeholders and discuss the goals of
the plan
6. 	Educate: Present a range of technologies such as the
ones listed in this course. Discuss both concepts and
case studies
7. 	Discuss how 3 or 4 of these technologies can be the
initial focus for a project or for a firm’s digital and
innovative transformation
8. 	Make a specific action plan, including goals,
objectives, and tasks and a timetable to complete
them
9. 	Iterate and get constant feedback

governments, technology firms, visionaries and ordinary
citizens.
A key to the future is to look to the past, understand the
present, and envision the future. Keep informed and plan
your smart city starting today!

A. Flipboard Magazine “Smart Cities”
One method to keep up to date with smart cities is
through Flipboard, a powerful visual interface to a
news feed and collaboration tool that has significant
information on smart cities and the topics relevant to this
course. The Flipboard Magazine entitled “Smart Cities”,
(Hagan, 2018) has over 63 viewers, 48 followers, and 206
stories included as a resource.
Joining this resource and contributing to it is as easy as
going to the following link: http://flip.it/w4SkLi and you
will arrive at the FlipBoard Magazine illustrated below,
where you can view or actually join and contribute:

10. A
 ward all participants a certificate as an Smart City
Game Changer!

B. YOUR Smart City Execution Plan
Begin your plan next Monday!
Lessons learned from this course can be helpful in crafting
your plan.
•	Start with our Introduction and Overview and get
a sense of broad smart city concepts. In particular,
identify all of the key stakeholders in your smart
city.
•	Write a brief history of your city and try to gain
insights into the origins of city form and citizens.
•	Make sure to review the extent of activities world
wide for ideas for your smart city
•	Identify the technology partners who will play a key
role in your smart city, and what that role might be
•	Along with the technology partners, review 2 or
3 primary game changing technologies that you
intend to incorporate into your smart city
•	Review the case studies of other smart cities for
lessons learned and challenges to anticipate and
overcome
•	Write your plan and then begin to execute it!

VIII. C
 ONCLUSION AND
PATH FORWARD
This Smart Cities for Architects course has been a
whirlwind review of the “State of Smart Cities” globally as
well as locally.
It is enlightening to realize that TEDCity 2.0 was declared
by TED in 2012, and already there is a City 4.0 conference
in India in August 2018. The future is both broad and
deep for smart cities, and will be accomplished by
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B. National Geographic Smart City Hub
Another powerful tool for keeping informed about smart
cities as well as planning travels to smart cities is the
Smart City Hub that National Geographic established
online. (Smart Cities, 2018). The hub includes feature
smart cities, a section on Innovation Hubs, and a
highlighted article entitled “7 Smart Cities to See”. The
hub also includes thematic material such as an area called
“Going Green” with articles on Singapore; Newcastle
Australia’ and Charleston, South Carolina.

C. Do Smart Cities need a “Show Runner”?
One provocative idea about smart cities, as we bring the
course to conclusion, involves the concept of leadership.
Our chapter on historical perspectives of smart cities
included discussion about great architects and urban
visionaries such as Charles Pierre L’Enfant (Washington
DC), Daniel Burnham (Chicago and many other cities),
Sir Christopher Wren (London), and landscape architect
Frederick Law Olmsted and even Harland Bartholemew,
the urban planning in the united states.
So who is the “father” of smart cities? Anthony Townsend
in our earlier discussion of his book about smart cities
would say that the “top down” approach, particularly
with respect to corporate entities driving smart city
projects, has been less than a success.
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But from the media and television industry there might
be another idea: the showrunner. What is a show runner?
Wikipedia defines the term: “Showrunner is the 21stcentury term for the leading executive producer of a
Hollywood television series in the United States.The
concept has since been adopted in the Canadian and
British TV industries. A showrunner typically has creative
control of a TV series production, through combining the
responsibilities of the head writer, executive producer,
and script editor. In films, directors typically have creative
control of a production, but in television, the showrunner
outranks the director.”
So why not a Smart City Show Runner? Much like
the Master Builder and Master Architect of centuries
ago, or the urban and landscape visionaries mentioned
above, this individual would drive the smart city from
both a creative standpoint as well as the technical
underpinnings.

threads of discussion and principles we have explored in
this course on Smart Cities for Architects:
1. 	Leadership
2. 	Governance
3. Vision
4. Needs, Challenges and Comparative Advantages
5. Assets
6. The Art of Connecting Everything
7. Standards 8. Cyber Security and Digital Resilience
9. Big Data Analytics and Artificial Intelligence
10. Smart Regulations
11. Ecosystems
12. Business Architectures

D. A New Digital Deal

13. Delivery Models

Bas Boorsma in his book entitled “A New Digital Deal,“
(Boorsma, 2017) suggests that there is a vision beyond
smart cities that can best leverage digitalization to benefit
communities.

14. Geography of Innovation

A look at the insightful thoughts and principles of
Boorsma is worthwhile as we bring this course on Smart
Cities to a close. What Boorsman means by “a new digital
deal” is in fact a new deal that is digital in nature. The
New Deal was a series of programs, public work projects,
financial reforms and regulations enacted in the United
States between 1933 and 1936 in response to the Great
Depression. Game changing innovative technologies like
we have discussed in this course with respect to smart
cities, also have the potential to be incredibly disruptive
and in fact destructive for society and the human
condition.

17. Good Design

While digitalization as we have discussed in the context
of building smart cities has enormous promise, without
a major effort to bring the populace along with these
innovations can result in a greater divide between the
haves and have nots. So rather than focus on individual
digitalization, Boorsma suggests that whether or not in
the context of smart cities, community digitalization
should be the critical focus.

15. Culture of Innovation
16. Community Communications
18. Skills
19. Proof of Value
20. Proof of Values
Boorsma has a strong statement to conclude our Smart
City for Architects course:
“Now is the time to act. Now is the hour to arrive at a
New Digital Deal. The absolute majority of well-informed
citizenry around the world as well as their leaders appear
to agree that no time to left to lose on climate change. We
need to innovate ourselves out of the situation, and we
need to do so now. We need a New Digital Deal.”

Boorsma emphasizes a core topic that has been thread
throughout this course: digitalization. And he emphasizes
that there is a crucial difference between digitization and
digitalization. We are not focused on or talking about
the mass effort to digitize information. “Digitalization,
“ Boorsma writes, “addressed the core process of our
organizations and social and economic life by means
of network design, digital technologies, and the
organizational structures, values, rules and expectations
they embody…we are concerned with the widespread
digitalization of our societies and its vast implications.”
Boorsma lays out 20 building blocks of digitalization and
it is worthwhile to examine those in the context of the
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